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Description
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 28 ga. 2 3/4" tube fed 5 shot
pump action w/ bbl length 24 1/2" Blued finished ribbed barrel and receiver. Double bead sight. Fitted with Bsquare scope mount and Bushnell Holo sight. Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and pump. Plastic butt plate.
Handling mark throughout. appears to have had light use. Note: scope not illuminating at time of cataloguing-check
back for updates. serial # A308017J PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 500 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500 12 ga. 2 3/4, 3" tube fed pump
action w/ bbl length 18" Parkerized style finish. Single bead sight. Fitted and a plethora of accessories including
green dot / red laser combination scope. Side saddle shell carrier. ATI pistol grip and telescoping stock. Butler Creek
padded sling. Securitylng flashlight (not working at time of cataloguing-check back for updates) and heavy flash
hider. Includes hard Pillarlock case, original manual and a stand alone pistol grip. Storage and handling marks. serial
# U581962 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna 30-06 mag fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 21"
Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Nikon 2-7X32 scope. Wooden
stock with checkered semi pistol grip and fore grip. In well used condition with marks to wood and metal. serial #
290508 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey/Winchester 60/1917 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey/Winchester model 60/1917 .22 LR/3006 Cooey has blued barrel and smooth wooden stock, note bolt doesn't close, action needs attention. Plus a
Winchester action and barrel only serial # Nil / 379050 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Westley Richards & Co. 1926 Non-Restricted shotgun Westley Richards & Co. model 1926
SXS 12 ga. 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrels and case hardened receiver. Single bead sight.
Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and fore end. Blue worn in use and handling areas. Top of left barrel
stamped M.S.G. Boring. Adhesive residue on left side of stock and marks on wood and metal. serial # T6326 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle CZ VZ-24 Non-Restricted rifle CZ model VZ-24 .425 Express 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24"
Andy Cannon custom. Heavy blued barrel, fixed front and target adjustable Williams rear sights. Muskeet wood
stock with cheek riser and Decelerator recoil pad. Tiny little bit of storate rust at front sight seam. Very minor
handling marks, appears to have had very little use. serial # 2665N4 PAL required
Approximately 70 rounds of .425 Express reloads Approximately 70 rounds of .425 Express reloads and a set of
RCBS .425 Express dies.
Non-Restricted rifle D. Cottle Mauser custom Non-Restricted rifle D. Cottle model Mauser custom 9.3X64 Brenneke
mag fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted
with Leupold Vari-X IIC 3-9X40mm scope. Custom myrtle wood smooth stock with cheek riser and Decelerator
recoil pad. Marks on wood and metal. serial # D06320 PAL required
Approximately 70 rounds of 9.3X64 factory and Approximately 70 rounds of 9.3X64 factory and reloaded ammo.
plus some empty cases and a set of RCBS 9.3X64 Brenneke dies.
Selection of ammo., empty brass and loading Selection of ammo., empty brass and loading components including
60 rounds of .44 S&W Special, 10 rounds of .44 Rem Mag., 100 assorted .44 brass, four assorted full and partial
boxes of projectiles, RCBS .270 dies, and RCBS .44 Special/Mag dies.
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester Northwest Territor Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Northwest Territories
30-30 tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 24 Commemorative octagonal rifle in unused condition with very minor
handling marks. Includes original foam and box but no documentation. serial # NWT566 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 70 Ultra Grade Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Ultra Grade .270 Win mag
fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Limited edition 837/1000 Deluxe featherweight with gold highlights and
engraving on receiver and on supplied scope rings. Beautifully checkered deluxe walnut wooden stock. In unfired
condition. Includes styrofoam packaging, tube, shipping box plus custom hardwood storage/display cabinet with its
own original shipping box. serial # UG837 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Tikka T3X Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3X .270 Win short Mag 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 24 1/2" Satin stainless barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Nikon Prostaff Rimfire 4-12X40 scope.
Synthetic camo stock with recoil pad, textured semi pistol grip and fore grip. Camo sling with pad. Slight handing
and use marks overall. serial # M12142 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 10/22 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 16 1/2" Customized with Archangel 5.56 synthetic furniture with pistol grip, dual rail barrel guard, adjustable
pistol grip. Telescoping stock, sling. Includes one 10 round magazine. Fitted with Simmons 4.9X40 Blazer scope.
Handling marks from use and storage. serial # 25409961 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62 X 39 5 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Folding bayonet. Matching numbers on receiver, bolt, mag and stock.
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Appears to standard surplus SKS and show little signs of use. Handle and storage marks to wood and metal. serial #
1674 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Norinco SKS Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS 7.62 X 39 5 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. ATI folding synthetic stock. Fitted with Barska illuminating scope, note
illumination not working at time of cataloguing (batteries to be replaced) check back for update. Minor use and
handling marks. serial # 1813569 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 10/22 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10/22 .22 LR mag fed 10 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 18 1/2" Stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Simmons 3-9X32 22
Mag scope. Smooth wooden stock with semi pistol grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Minor use and storage
markings to wood and metal. serial # 25606749 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 100/22 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 100/22 .22 LR mag fed 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 18 1/2" 50 Year Anniversary 1964-2014 edition with blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Deluxe smooth stock with green finish. Fitted with scope mount. Includes one 10 shot
magazine. Bolt marked with 50th Anniversary logo. Appears to have had little to no use with only slight handling
marks. serial # 82883572 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Henry Repeating Arms H002B Su Non-Restricted rifle Henry Repeating Arms model H002B
Survival .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 16" Take-down survival rifle with fixed sights and small rail mount
system. Stock holds two magazines and the barrel. Appears in nearly unused condition and includes original box.
serial # US160906B PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Beretta CX4 Storm Non-Restricted rifle Beretta model CX4 Storm 9mm Luger, mag fed 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Parkerized style barrel and bullpup style synthetic stock. Fitted with Burris
AR-332 3X Prism scope, illumination not working at time of cataloguing ( needs new batteries) check back for
updates. Laser sights. Adjustable forward grip. Includes two 10 shot Glock style magazines. Minor handling and use
marks, does not appear to have been over used. serial # CX60851 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens 350 Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 350 12 ga. 2 3/4 & 3" pump action w/
bbl length 18 1/2" Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. Synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol grip and
fore-end. Single bead sight. Includes second 27" ribbed barrel with single bead sight threaded for chokes. Two
chokes and choke tools. Use and handling marks overall. serial # 101083K PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 .308 Win mag fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 20" Parkerized style fluted barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-III 6.5-20X40mm long
range scope. Black synthetic stock. Remington recoil pad. Storage marks to stock and metal. serial # G 6736025 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 100 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 100 .284 Win cal. mag fed semi
automatic w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Fitted with Weaver
K4 60-C scope. Smooth wooden stock, Boyd butt plate. Stock may have been refinished. Includes on detachable
magazine. Missing rear sling mount. MInor use and handling marks. serial # 85021 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 547 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 547 .22 LR only mag fed 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 19" Heavy Remington custom shop chrome match barrel and blued receiver. No fixed sights
and fitted with Vortex Diamondback HP 4-16X42 scope. Smooth wooden stock with Remington recoil pad. Includes
on 5 shot magazine. Appears to have had very light use with only minor handling marks. serial # 54702202 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 .222 Rem mag fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Burris Fullfield II 4.5X14X scope. Wooden stock
with thin recoil pad. Checkered pistol and fore grip. Appears to have gentle use with only minor storage and
handling marks. serial # C6780327 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 77/22 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/22 .22 LR mag fed 10 bolt action w/ bbl
length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VariX 2X7 RF Special scope. Wooden stock
with checkered pistol and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Includes on 10 shot magazine. Appears to have gentle use
with minor handing and storage marks. serial # 70052873 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 77/17 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/17 .17 HMR cal, mag fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Burris Short Mag 4.5X-14X scope. Wooden stock
with Ruger recoil pad. Checkered pistol and fore grip. Includes on detachable magazine. Appears to have had only
gentle use with minor storage and handling marks. serial # 70265204 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Kimber 8400 Talkeetna Non-Restricted rifle Kimber model 8400 Talkeetna .375 H&H Mag, mag
fed bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Satin stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, drilled
and tapped for optics. One piece texturized synthetic stock with recoil pad. Appears to have had virtually no use.
Includes original box and manuals. serial # KW39068 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger M77 Hawkeye Alaskan Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 Hawkeye Alaskan .357
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Ruger, mag fed bolt action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Satin stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Includes factory scope mount and rings. One piece soft touch synthetic stock with Hogue brand recoil pad. Appears
virtually unused and comes with original box and manual. serial # 712-52764 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington M700 Camo Non-Restricted rifle Remington model M700 Camo 30-06 Sprg. mag fed
bolt action w/ bbl length 22 1/2" Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights, drilled and tapped for scope. Mossy green one piece synthetic stock with soft touch pistol and fore grip and
Remington Supercell recoil pad. Appears virtually unused. Includes original box and manual. serial # RR98908C PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 70 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 300 Win Mag. mag fed bolt action w/
bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted Leupold VX-1 3-9X40mm
scope. Deluxe wooden stock with cheek riser. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Winchester recoil pad. Appears
to have had gentle use with only minor handling marks. serial # G1012786 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning X-bolt Non-Restricted rifle Browning model X-bolt .280 Rem cal. mag fed bolt action
w/ bbl length 22" Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VR-1 3-9X40mm
scope. Synthetic stock with texturized semi pistol grip and fore grip. Inflex technology recoil pad. Appears to have
gentle use with only minor handing marks. serial # 05160ZM354 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako Finnbear L61R Non-Restricted rifle Sako model Finnbear L61R .375 Mag, mag fed bolt
action w/ bbl length 24 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb Balfor scope.
Deluxe wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Sako recoil pad. Stock has a couple of nicks to wood
but otherwise in gentle used condition. serial # 530279 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Vanguard Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard .300 WBY Mag. mag fed
bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb Balvar
3.9X40mm scope. Synthetic Monte Carlo with spider web accent stock. Decelerator recoil pad. Factory engraving
sub MOA on mag cover. Appears to have had very gentle use with only minor handling marks. serial # VS185128
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta A303 Ducks Unlimite Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model A303 Ducks Unlimited
12 ga. 3" Mag. tube fed semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Blued ribbed barrel and alloy receiver. Double bead sight.
Threaded for chokes. Deluxed wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and fore-end. Recoil pad. Both sides of
receiver are custom engraved "Ducks Unlimited" with gold coloured accents. Ducks Unlimited serial number. Gold
coloured trigger and safety. Appears to have had very little use. Likely on a few test fires. Minor handling and
storage marks. Includes four chokes, original owner's manual and Ducks Unlimited hard case. serial #
L50910E86DU1521 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 500 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500 12ga. 2 3/4"-3" tube fed 5
pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued ribbed barrel with Accu-choke system. Black finished alloy receiver. Two bead
sight. Gloss finish wood stock with checkered pistol grip and fore-end. Recoil pad. Appears to have minor feeding
issue. Gently used with only minor handling and use marks. Includes original box, manual, 3 chokes and choke tool.
serial # U293906 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester RCMP Centennial Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model RCMP Centennial 30-30
tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 22" Boxed member issue full wood RCMP Centennial with gold coloured accents
including the members medallion and butt plate. MP brand on right side of stock. Likely only test fired. No evidence
of storage damage only minor handling and storage marks. Includes original packaging, retail tie tag, warantee
card. Winchester RCMP fold out, Winchester Hunter's pocket guide etc. Some damage to packaging, see photos
on-line. serial # RCMP 4069 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield 1896 Sporter Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model 1896 Sporter .303 Brit mag fed 10 bolt
action w/ bbl length 30 1/4" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and rear sights. Sporterized stock. Rear sight
missing parts and welded in place. Right side of stock stamped R.M. Enfield and left stamped M.&.D. brass butt
plate. Stamped on right side Victoria Regina crown. Enfield 1896 L.F., I. In well used condition, surface rust and
marks and nicks to wood and metal. Includes a colourized ariel homestead photo of the owner Henry Ende. serial #
7775A PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1901 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1901 10 ga. tube fed lever
action w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight and full choke. Logo engraving on left side of
receiver. Action feels smooth, more than 50% of bluing intact. Nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial # 72264
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ross 1905 MK I Non-Restricted rifle Ross model 1905 MK I .303 Brit meg fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 26 1/2" As described by consignor this firearm has new black walnut stock, new barrel chambered to .303
Brit. All original parts reblued. Fitted with fixed front and rear adjustable sights. serial # Nil PAL required
Tactical holster, Tru Glow Brite Site item no. 2G Tactical holster, Tru Glow Brite Site item no. 2G 131X fits
Springfield. Ten round .40 S&W Springfield magazine.
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Two full 50 count boxes of Winchester .45 Colt Two full 50 count boxes of Winchester .45 Colt including 100 Years
of John Wayne 250 grain and Cowboy Action loads 250 grain.
Selection of miscellaneous and ammunition Selection of miscellaneous and ammunition including 30 rounds of
miscellaneous .357 Magnum in Remington box. Full 50 count box of Winchester .22 Hornet, full 20 count box of
Imperial 30-30, two full 25 count boxes of Hornady .22 Hornet, a Blackhawk Ruger P-85 holster, two belt buckles, a
Rackulator Trophy scorer and a shot gun pull through brush.
Selection of 12 gauge shotgun ammunition including Selection of 12 gauge shotgun ammunition including five full
25 count Remington 3" 1700 fps plus one box nearly full. Vintage 25 count CIL No.6, three boxes with assorted and
a small selection of 20 gauge.
Selection of reloading manuals, 100 rounds of .45 Selection of reloading manuals, 100 rounds of .45 Colt brass in
plastic case, 49 rounds of .45 brass in Winchester box, 50 count bag of Winchester unprimed 38-55 brass,
approximately new .22 Hornet brass, three sets of dies including .22 hornet .257 ROBTS, .45 Colt plus a selection of
bullets including Hornady .22 cal. Sierra .25 cal, Barnes .22 cal etc.
Tin box of 720 rounds of surplus 7.62 ammunition. Tin box of 720 rounds of surplus 7.62 ammunition.
Seven full 50 count boxes of .40 S&W including Seven full 50 count boxes of .40 S&W including four American Eagle
165 grain and three Winchester 165 grain.
Non-Restricted shotgun C.I.L. 402 Non-Restricted shotgun C.I.L. model 402 12 ga. 2 3/4" single hinge break w/ bbl
length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Full choke. Smooth hardwood stock with CBC marked butt
plate. Blue finish worn in use and handling areas. Factory etching on receiver, marks and nicks on wood and metal.
serial # 65246 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle C.I.L. Anschutz Non-Restricted rifle C.I.L. Anschutz .22 S. L & LR mag fed. 10 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope marked
Leupold VX-III 4.5-14X40mm believe to be faked. Smooth finished stock, has been painted black. Includes one 10
shot magazine. Much of the bluing has been worn off with marks to wood and metal. serial # 772892 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 617 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 617 .22 LR 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Crimson Trace
polymer checkered grips with built in laser. Slight cylinder ring. Minor wear and storage marks. Overall good
condition. serial # BEW6458 certificate # 1819123 FRT # 21847-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt New Frontier Restricted handgun Colt model New Frontier .22 LR/.22 Mag 6 shot single
action w/ bbl length 112mm Blued barrel and case hardened frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Colt logo
checkered plastic grips. Includes .22 mag cylinder and .22 LR cylinder. Minor use and storage marks. serial #
G177586 certificate # 2441149 FRT # 33484-10 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 14-3 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 14-3 .38 Special 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 152 Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original Smith &
Wesson checkered wooden grips. Threaded for scope mount, appear as though one was once attached. Minor
cylinder ring and other handling and use marks. serial # K830728 certificate # 1825175 FRT # 22029-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 41 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 41 .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden target
grips. Includes on 10 shot magazine. Minor use and handling marks. serial # A320270 certificate # 17021100 FRT #
21878-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 17-4 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 17-4 .22 LR 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original Smith & Wesson
checkered wooden grips. Minor cylinder ring and minor handling and use marks. serial # 26K5426 certificate #
1807447 FRT # 21845-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Phython Restricted handgun Colt model Phython .357 Magnum 6 shot double action
revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Stain stainless steel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Colt logo polymer
checkered grips plus original checkered wooden grips. Minor use and handling marks. serial # K98411 certificate #
1893566 FRT # 17532-5
Restricted handgun StI 2011 Edge Restricted handgun StI model 2011 Edge 9mm Luger 10 shot semi automatic w/
bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Ambidextrous safety, extended mag release.
STI logo checkered grip. Mag well. No mag included. Very minor use and handling marks and appears to have had
very little use. Original box and documentation. serial # TC7169 certificate # 17465311 FRT # 22413-104 PAL
required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Trophy Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Trophy
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 184mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Fluted barrel with removable weight. Checkered wooden grips. Gold plated highlights on mag release, slide release
and trigger. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Minor use and handling marks. serial # ML12336 certificate # 19303692
FRT # 19815-3 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 41 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 41 .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Custom performance center target pistol. Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Picatinny rail for accessories. Deluxe Smith & Wesson textured wooden grips. Includes two 10 shot
magazines. Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling marks. Includes original box and
documentation. serial # UED8183 certificate # 19021879 FRT # 21878-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 686-6 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 686-6 .357 Magnum 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Stainless steel. Fixed front sight, original rear sight removed. Fitted
with Leupold VX-3 2.5-8X32mm handgun scope. Smith & Wesson finger groove synthetic grips with textured finish.
Slight visible cylinder and only minor use and handling marks. Includes original plastic box and documentation.
serial # CNW 1259 certificate # 15524549 FRT # 119321-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Challenger II Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger II .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights. Deluxe smooth wooden grips. Logo button
on right side missing. Includes on 10 shot magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only minor storage and
handling marks. serial # 655RR04173 certificate # 19288647 FRT # 40074-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Nomad Restricted handgun Browning model Nomad .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sight. Browning logo checkered plastic grips. Includes on 10
shot magazine. Minor use, storage and handling marks. serial # 29090P3 certificate # 19095516 FRT # 23762-2 PAL
required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Tourna Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic
Tournament 102 .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Checkered wooden target grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Minor handling marks. serial # 1004696
certificate # 18774670 FRT # 20060-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Dura-matic M101 Restricted handgun High Standard model Dura-matic M101
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 165mm Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic
grips. Includes on 10 shot magazine. Right side of slide has been electric pencil engraved 6047131, otherwise only
minor handling marks. Includes original box and documentation. serial # 1203494 certificate # 18493678 FRT #
24144-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Sharpshooter-M Restricted handgun High Standard model Sharpshooter-M .22
LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Heavy barrel.
Checkered wooden grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. MInor use and handling marks. serial # ML83121
certificate # 18461872 FRT # 24169-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Mauser C96 Broomhandle Restricted handgun Mauser model C96 Broomhandle 7.63 Mauser
10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Textured wooden
grip. Matching numbers noted on receiver, barrel and bolt. DR1 79 stamped on back of grip. Includes non-matching
serial numbered holster/stock. Crack near latch on stock. Over 50% bluing in tact. Marks and nicks to wood and
metal. serial # 389370 certificate # 4811948 FRT # 28788-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Webley Mark IV Restricted handgun Webley model Mark IV .38 S&W 6 shot double action
revolver hinge break w/ bbl length 127mm Battlefield finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Webley logo plastic
checkered grips. Top of frame stamped Webley & Scott Ltd. Assorted proof and other marks including BNP "War
Finish" etc. Missing lanyard ring. Use and handling marks on grips and metal. serial # 89473certificate # 4811973
FRT # 119349-31 PAL required
Restricted handgun Webley & Scott 1909 Restricted handgun Webley & Scott model 1909 9mm Browning Long 8
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish turning brown. Plastic checkered pistol grips. Includes one 8
shot magazine. Left grip has glue repair and right side has thumb end sized chunk missing. Holster use and storage
wear overall. serial # 116841 certificate # 4811954 FRT # 23370-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt M1911A1 US Army Restricted handgun Colt model M1911A1 US Army .45 ACP 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish turned brown. Fixed sights. Wooden Colt logo checkered grips. Left
side of slide marked Ithaca Gun Co. New York. Right side of receiver marked United States Property, M 1911 A1 U.S.
Army. Inspector's initials on left side of receiver F.J.A.Includes one 7 shot magazine. Action feels tight, finish is in
well worn condition. serial # 1878573 certificate # 4811947 FRT # 17835-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Steyr 1912 1911 Restricted handgun Steyr 1912 model 1911 9mm Steyr 8 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 130mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Wooden checkered grips. Worn in holster, use and
storage areas with nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial # 4040D certificate # 4811949 FRT # 26442-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 19-5 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 19-5 .357 Magnum cal 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. "The Pachmyr
Gripper" brand checkered synthetic grips with finger grooves. Visible cylinder ring and minor use and handling
marks overall. serial # ADS5150 certificate # 4811945 FRT # 21948-5 PAL required
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Restricted rifle Ruger PC Carbine Restricted rifle Ruger model PC Carbine 9mm 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 16" Appears new in box. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights plus flat top rail. Includes one 10 shot
magazine, butt plate inserts, tools, manual etc. serial # 91032332 FRT # 184122-1 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 93R17 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 93R17 .17HMR mag fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 20 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Nikko Sterling Panamax 3-9X40 scope with
covers. One piece wooden stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable
magazine. Minor wear on bluing and marks on wood. serial # 0537507 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Zastave -Serbia M70 Non-Restricted rifle Zastave -Serbia model M70 9.3X62 cal. mag fed. bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and action. Fixed front and rear adjustable sights. Tapped for scope mounts.
Deluxe hardwood stock with checkered pistol and fore grip and Zastave Arms marked recoil pad. Appears to have
had light use with minor marks to wood and metal. serial # 85715 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hiawatha Non-Restricted rifle Hiawatha .22 S, L & LR. single bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued
barrel and action. Fixed front and elevation adjusted rear sights. Smooth finished stock with semi pistol grip and
metal butt plate. Worn blue and surface rust on metal and marks overall. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield No 4 Mk I Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No 4 Mk I .303 Brit, mag fed. 10 shots bolt
action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with 3-9X40 scope. One piece
synthetic stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Date stamped 1940.
Scratches and nicks to stock and metal. serial # AU6133 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schultz Larsen Custom Non-Restricted rifle Schultz Larsen model Custom 6.5X55 Swed. cal. mag
fed bolt action w/ bbl length 24 1/2" As described by consignor, this is a custom rifle with Douglas barrel on model
98 receiver. Timney trigger, Parker Hale bottom metal, Boyds stock, steel bedded to barrel and action. Cerakote
coated and fitted with Weaver V-16 4-16X42 mm scope. Appears to have had light use since customizing with
minor marks to wood and metal. serial # 664 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield Mk III Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model Mk III .303 Brit mag fed 10 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and action with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth full wood stock
with brass butt plate. Right marked with George Rex crown. B.S.A.C. 1917 SHT.L.E III *. Rear bolt stamped 905 (?).
Worn bluing and marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # 5520 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield Mk III * SHT.LE Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model Mk III * SHT.LE .303 Brit mag
fed 10 bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/4" Refinished possibly in Cerakote on all metal parts. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Refinished full wooden stock. Stamped on right side with George Rex crown. SHT.LE, FTR.
Includes one detachable box magazine. Marks on wood and metal, mostly prior to refinishing. serial # 60572 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1905 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1905 .351 mag fed semi automatic w/
bbl length 20" This model 1905 has been re barreled with a model 1907 barrel and is now chambered in .351. Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Mostly bluing turned gray brown and worn in use and
handling areas. Smooth finished stock and forend with larger crack on left side of forend. Includes one detachable
.351 box magazine. Marks and nicks on metal and wood. serial # 5213 PAL required
Antique rifle Martini-Henry Mk IV Antique rifle Martini-Henry model Mk IV .557/450 cal. single falling block w/ bbl
length 33" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Significant piece of left side mid stock
missing. Right side of receiver marked with Victoria Regina crown Enfield 1886 IV 1. Proof marks in assorted areas.
In well used condition with expected marks on wood and metal. serial # 615 No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sabatti Rover 600 Non-Restricted rifle Sabatti model Rover 600 .223 Rem mag fed. 4 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" Parkerized style finish on barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted
with scope bases. One piece synthetic stock with cheek riser, checkered pistol grip and fore grip and includes three
4 shot detachable box magazines. Appears to have had light use with only minor handling marks and includes
original box and packaging. serial # R65362 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg MVP Patrol Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model MVP Patrol 5.56 mm Nato mag fed
5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 16 1/2" Parkerized style barrel and receiver. No fixed sights, fitted with scope
mounts. Synthetic stock with texturized semi pistol grip and fore grip. Muzzle is threaded for attachment and
includes unattached flash hider. Barrel is also threaded and capped to accept fixed sights. Gently used condition
with minor marks and including one detachable box magazine pinned to 5 round and all original packaging. serial #
MVP 083279 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Scorpio EM 322A Non-Restricted rifle Scorpio model EM 322A .22 LR only mag fed. 10 bolt
action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. One piece synthetic stock
with textured pistol grip and fore grip. Sling mounts and including one 10 shot magazine. Appears to have had very
little use with only minor marks and includes original packaging. serial # E1600348 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako AV Non-Restricted rifle Sako model AV .338 win mag, mag fed. bolt action w/ bbl length
23" Blued barrel and receiver with no fixed sights. Fitted with Buehler mounts and a Leopold Vari-X - III 2.5 X 8
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scope.Finn fiber one piece smooth stock with cheek riser and original recoil pad. Appears to have had gentle use
with only minor handling and use marks. serial # 583862 PAL required
Model 35P Proof Chronograph in rifle style hard Model 35P Proof Chronograph in rifle style hard case, includes
original documentation etc. Not tested prior to cataloguing.
Non-Restricted rifle Diana RWS 34 Non-Restricted rifle Diana model RWS 34 .22 cal. single shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 19 1/2" High velocity 100 fps air rifle with blued finish barrel and action. Fixed front and rear adjustable
sights with fibre optic inserts, synthetic stock with checkered pistol grip and fore grip. Minor nicks and scratches.
serial # 01406677PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Wischo Imperator Non-Restricted shotgun Wischo model Imperator 12ga. tube fed pump
action w/ bbl length 13 1/2" Parkerized finish, tactical style with two position flip up front sight, adjustable ghost
ring rear sight mounted to rail. Fitted with compensator. Barrel serial No. 3012063. Synthetic pistol grip stock with
recoil pad. Minor nicks and scratches. serial # 6007600 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 67 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 67 .22 L, L.R cal. single shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 27 Blued barrel, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight, surface rust and pitting with smooth
stock. In well used condition. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield Pattern 1914 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model Pattern 1914 .303 Brit five shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 26 3/4" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Matching serial number
on barrel, assorted proof marks. Smooth sporterized stock, missing button on right side and sling rings. Surface rust
on barrel. Nicks and scratches to wood and metal.serial # 317383 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 99 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99 .300 Savage spool mag five shot lever action
w/ bbl length 24" Blued finish barrel and receiver with approximately 60% wear. Front and rear sight inserts
missing. Threaded for scope mount with screws included. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Metal butt plate,
sling mounts. In well used condition with scratches and nicks to wood and metal. serial # 756074 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage Model 10 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Model 10 .308 Win mag fed 3 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" Partkerized style heavy barrel and action. No fixed sights, fitted with Farrell rail and rings.
Synthetic stock with bumper pad and texturized pistol grip and fore grip. Multi position sling mounts. Appears to
have had light use with some storage and handling marks throughout. Includes leather bolt holster. serial #
H051696PAL required
Bushnell Elite 6500 4.5-30 X 50 scope with sun Bushnell Elite 6500 4.5-30 X 50 scope with sun shade and dust cover.
No original packaging, was mounted to lot 71, appears lightly used.
Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal SPR100 Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model SPR100 20ga. 2 3/4" - 3" single shot
hinge break w/ bbl length 24" Blue barrel and receiver, single bead sight, two piece smooth furniture with recoil
pad. Appears to have had light use, small scratch on left receiver and minor marking throughout serial # 09056399R
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz 125 Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz model 125 .22cal S.L.LR. mag fed 5
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 21 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sight. One piece
stock, appears refinished. Comes with leather sling and one 5 shot magazine. Minor nicks and scratches
throughout. serial # 598499PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta 692 Sporting,Over & Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model 692 Sporting,Over &
Under 12ga. 3" 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued ribbed barrel with mid and front bead sights, threaded
for chokes, includes modified and improved chokes, alloy receiver, deluxe walnut furniture with adjustable cheek
riser, recoil pad, checkered semi-pistol grip and forend. Appears to have had very little use with only minor
handling marks. Includes original hard case and cardboard and some accessories. serial # SX22847A PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Citori White Light Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Citori White
Lightening 12ga. 2 3/4"-3" 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued ribbed barrel with single bead sight. Stainless
steel with factory engraving on both sides. Gold White Lightening on bottom with gold plated trigger. Invector Plus
choke system with improved cylinder, skeet load and modified steel chokes installed. Black walnut furniture with
checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Browning recoil pad. Wear in handling and storage areas. Minor marks
throughout and includes original box and shipper serial # 08026ZR131 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz 121 Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz model 121 .22 S.L.LR cal single shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued finish, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights, smooth stock.
Appears to had had light use with minor handling and storage marks serial # 543206 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz 310 Non-Restricted rifle CIL by Anschutz model 310 .22 S.L.LR cal mag fed 5
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued finish, micro adjustable Anschutz sight system, checkered semi pistol
grip and foregrip, includes one 5 shot magazine, sling rings. Appears to have had light use with only minor handling
and storage marks serial # 545120 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62x39 mm cal mag fed 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 20 1/2" Black finish barrel and action, adjustable sights, folding bayonet, cleaning rod, web
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sling. Matching numbers on receiver, bolt, stock and magazine. Surplus issue with signs of little use. Minor marks
on wood and metal serial # AE3982 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester Defender Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model Defender 12ga 2 3/4" &
3" tube fed 5 pump action w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Blued barrel with single bead sight, alloy receiver with black finish,
smooth stock with recoil pad and ribbed forearm. Appears to had had little use, two scratches on right side of
receiver and otherwise minor marks serial # L1871379 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun WJ Jeffery & Co Double Barr Non-Restricted shotgun WJ Jeffery & Co model Double Barrel
12ga 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued finish turning grey/brown, single bead sight, external hammers,
locking lever spring is broken or detached, surface rust, top rear of stock is missing a piece, checkered straight stock
and forearm. Nicks and marks on metal and wood. serial # 11875 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 98 Sporter Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 98 Sporter 8mm mag fed bolt action w/
bbl length 22" Waffenfabrik, Mauser A-G, Oberndorf. Blued barrel and action turning grey/brown, fixed front and
micro adjustable rear sights, leather sling, checkered semi pistol and foregrip, cheek riser, Hawkins recoil pad.
Verious nick and marks on wood and metal. serial # 9496 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle US Rifle 1917 Non-Restricted rifle US Rifle model 1917 30-06 SPRG mag fed 5 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Customized piece, examine photos. Blued barrel and action turning turning grey/brown, fixed
front and adjustable rear sights, sporterized straight stock with checkering, metal butt plate. Leather sling, Various
markes and nicks on wood and metal. serial # 308888 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Maxus Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Maxus 12ga 2 3/4" & 3" tube
fed 4 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 22" Mossy Oak camo on rifled barrel and furniture, no fixed sights, fitted
with Leupold Ultimateslam 3-9x40mm scope. Appears to have had little use, minor handling marks. serial #
115ZM23949 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning X-Bolt Non-Restricted rifle Browning model X-Bolt 30-06 SPRG 3 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 22 1/2" White Gold Medallion Edition with stainless barrel and action, no fixed sights, factory engraving
on both sides of action, Talley mounts fitted with Leopold VX-3 3.5-10x40mm stainless finish scope, deluxe wood
with checkering. Appears to have had very little use with minor handling marks overall serial # 04663ZM354 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning X-Bolt Non-Restricted rifle Browning model X-Bolt 7mm Rem Mag mag fed 3 bolt
action w/ bbl length 26 1/2" appears new in box and possibly only test fired. Synthetic stock with recoil pad, factory
stickers still in place, stainless barrel and action, no fixed sights, fitted with Nikon monarch 3-12x42 scope. Minor
handling marks serial # 12965ZZ354 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Maxus Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Maxus 12ga 2 3/4 & 3" tube fed
4 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Ribbed blue barrel with front fibre optic sight a mid barrel bead, engraved
allow receiver, deluxe wood stock and forearm with checkering, Invector Plus choke system. Minor nicks and rubs
serial # 115ZM20224 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 500 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500 12ga 2 3/4" & 3" tube fed 5
shot pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued full choke barrel and action, single bead sight, surface rust on barrel,
checkered semi pistol grip stock and forend, minor chips and knicks on wood and metal serial # J539682 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 14 Type 1 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14 Type 1 25 Rem cal tube fed 5
shot pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and action turning gray brown, fixed front elevation adjustable
rear sights, age appropriate knicks and rubs on wood and metal serial # C21008 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Traditions In Line Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model In Line .50 1: 32 single shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 23" Heavy blued barrel with fixed front for windage and elevation rear sight, deluxe smooth stock
with recoil pad, sling rings and ram rod, generally appears to have had gentle use, minor knicks and scratches
throughout serial # 141309808296PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk I Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No. 4 Mk I .303 Brit mag fed bolt
action w/ bbl length 23 1/2" Parkerized style barrel and action with fixed front and rear sights, sporterized stock
with leather sling, brass butt plate, minor knicks and chips to wood and metal, note no mag. serial # BZ 18104 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian Tulsa arsenal SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian Tulsa arsenal model SKS 7.62 X 39 cal.
Mag fed 5 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20 1/2' Matching numbered rifle and stock, appears to unused surplus
issue with folding bayonet, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, appears to have had gentle use. Includes one 5
shot mag. No 3B8247, minor knicks and chips to wood and metal serial # W02090 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 Take Down` Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12 Take Down` 12
ga 2 3/4 full choke 5 shot pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and action, single bead front sight, evidence
of poor cleaning or storage on blueing, well used condition, knicks and chips on wood and metal serial #
1757936PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Daly 306 Non-Restricted shotgun Charles Daly model 306 20 ga 3" 2 shot hinge
break w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel with single bead sight marked KBI- HRG PA. Engraved receiver, deluxe
checkered stock and forend, note much of the interior parts are missing-see photos. Externally seems to have little
use, minor knicks and chips to wood and metal serial # U17771 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Norinco SKS Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model SKS 7.62 X 39 mag fed 5 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 20 1/2" Customized surplus rifle with matching numbered receiver, bolt and mag. Fitted with after
market polymer stock with adjustable cheek rest, no bayonet, adjustable front and adjustable rear sights. Knick and
chips to stock and metal serial # 3N2040 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sears 4C Non-Restricted rifle Sears model 4C .22 LR only mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 21" Blued barrel with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights, checkered semi pistol grip and fore
grip, damage to left side of back of stock, likely to poor cleaning and storage, overall appears to have had light use,
including one 10 shot mag. Light chips and knicks to metal and wood. serial # 18215 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby MK V Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model MK V .340 Magnum cal, mag fed 3
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and action, no fixed sights, fitted with scope rings on Leopold base,
deluxe walnut stock with checkered semi-pistol grip and fore grip, recoil pad, fixed cheek riser, appears to have had
gentle use, minor knicks and chips to wood and metal serial # H137306 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Double auto Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Double auto 12 ga 2 3/4" 2
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel fitted with a Lyman Cutts compensator, single bead sight, with
a hand engraved aluminum receiver, deluxe wood with checkered pistol grip and forend, custom inlay on right side
of stock. Overall appears to have had gentle use with light knicks and chips to wood and metal serial # A14041 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle MAnnlicher Schoenauer 1952 Non-Restricted rifle MAnnlicher Schoenauer model 1952 30-06
cal mag fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and action with fixed front and rear sights with factory
scope mount fitted with B. Nickel Marburg/L German made variable 2 1/2-6X scope No. 147087. Sporter stock with
checkered semi pistol gripe and fore grip customized with diamond shape inlay on left and right and custom grip
cap. Beautiful adjustable set trigger includes leather sling and scope possible original leather scope caps, shows
signs of gentle use with storage and handling marks throughout serial # 16876PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1877 DA Lightening Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1877 DA Lightening .38 Long Colt 6
shot revolver w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish turning brown gray, fixed sights, left side of barrel marked Colt D.A
38. The top marked Colt's PT. F.A. MFG. Co., Hartford CT U.S.A. Matching serial numbers noted on trigger guard,
frame in front of trigger guard and bottom on grip. Original Colt logo on grips, visible cylinder ring. Nice
representation of a true collector revolver serial # 95573 certificate # 7105649 FRT # 17556 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta 87 BB Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 87 BB .22 LR, mag fed 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 96mm Blued finish. Checkered wooden PB logo grips, note right side below safety appears
to have been broken and reglued. Overall in good condition with slight wear in use areas and includes two 10 round
magazines. serial # C10783U certificate # 18206008FRT # 16505-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley Mk IV Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley model Mk IV .455 Webley 6 shot hinge break
double action revolver w/ bbl length 103mm Blued finish. Plastic checkered grips. Cylinder lock up is loose. Worn in
use and storage areas. Overall, action feels smooth. serial # 100134 certificate # 19609303 FRT # 25048-40 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Glock 19 Prohib 12-6 handgun Glock model 19 9mm mag fed 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 102mm Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes on pinned mag and original box. Minor nicks and
scratches serial # EAF837UScertificate # 5798696FRT # 19402-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger Security-Six Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security-Six .357 Mag cal 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, checkered wooden grips.
Minor nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 15081346certificate # 5798697FRT # 22465-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger Security Six Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security Six .357 Mag 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Ruger brand
checkered wooden grips plus second set of oversized wooden grips. Cylinder ring and other handling marks. Overall
good condition. serial # 15283195 certificate # 1823102 FRT # 22590-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 63 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 63 .22 LR 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original checkered
wooden grips. Visible cylinder ring and other minor wear and handling marks. Overall in good condition. serial #
M117741 certificate # 1867032 FRT # 22590-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger P.08 (S/42) Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger model P.08 (S/42) 9mm 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish, fixed sight with original checkered grips. Date stamped 1937, Nazi markings or
right side. Visible matching numbers in several places. Magazine with non-matching numbers. Minor use and
handling marks. serial # 1822A certificate # 4811957 FRT # 29356-1 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 18-3 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 18-3 .22 LR 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original Smith & Wesson
logo pistol grips. Wear in holster, handling and use areas and slight cylinder ring. serial # 3K93031certificate #
3069718 FRT # 21851-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta 1934 Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934 9mm Browning short 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 87mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Logoed grips. Includes one 7 shot magazine. Worn in
holster use and handling areas. serial # 597921 certificate # 4811967 FRT # 16550-3 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning 1910 Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910 7.65mm 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish. Logoed checkered plastic grips. Includes one 7 shot magazine. Only
minor use and handling marks. serial # 670764 certificate # 4811966 FRT # 36203-1 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Chaparrel Repeating Arms 1866 Non-Restricted rifle Chaparrel Repeating Arms model 1866 .45
Colt tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 24 1/4 Blued barrel case hardened receiver, fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear buckhorn sights, metal butt plate, smooth finish mahogany furniture. Minor use and handling marks
on wood and metal serial # W660820 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 3C Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 3C .22LR cal single shot bolt action w/ bbl length
26" blue barrel and action, bolt does not lock back but appears complete, surface rust age, appropriate nicks and
bruises. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted percussion rifle Connecticut Valley Non-Restricted percussion rifle Connecticut Valley Arms model
Hawken .50 cal single shot muzzle loading w/ bbl length 28" octagonal barrel turned brown/grey, some screws
appear to be replaced, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, threaded for mount, patch box on right side of stock,
finish removed at hammer extension, appears to be original ram rod, normal wear in handling areas with slight
chips and marks. serial # 044281 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Dominion Arms 1887 Non-Restricted shotgun Dominion Arms model 1887 12 ga 5 shot
lever action w/ bbl length 17 1/2" blued finish reproduction of a classic, user wrapped leather around lever, show
signs of gentle use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 1391490 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown side by side Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model side by side 12 ga 2 shot
hinge break w/ bbl length 30" blued finish turned brow/grey, top strap read Government Tested for Smokeless
Powder, E inside a diamond on each side of action, assorted proof markes and mating surface, checkered forearm
and stock semi pistol grip, age appropriate condition, external hammers with both firing pins missing, normal wear
in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12 ga single shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 30 blued barrel turning brow/grey, cased hardened receiver, barrel marked Proof Tested, Full Choke, latch
for forearm is broken and tape residue remain on the barrel and wood, currently held on with elastic band, smooth
fish stock with hard style end, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 17890 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Non-Restricted rifle model Mauser 7mm? mag fed 10 shot? bolt action w/ bbl length
22" made up of more than one original rifle, blued finish turning brow/grey, metal but plate on wooden stock, fixed
front and adjustable rear sights, sling mount on left of stock, well used, normal wear in handling areas with slight
chips and marks. serial # 7049 on trigger guard, Y1562 on action, 6553 on bolt PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Waffenfrabrik 1899 Mauser Non-Restricted rifle Waffenfrabrik model 1899 Mauser 6.5x55 cal
mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 1/2" blued barrel and action, no fixed sights, threaded of scope
mount, bolt and mag base marked 172, checkered semi pistol on wood stock, threaded for sling rings, normal wear
in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 24334 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Avsett Sakrat Model Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model Avsett Sakrat Model 165
.22LR cal single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/14" blued barrel and action turning brown/grey, barrel and
stock drilled for sling, blue stripped from area around sling mount, front sight missing rear adjustable sight,
checkered semi pistol grip, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 18848 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle TNW Inc Suomi M31 Non-Restricted rifle TNW Inc model Suomi M31 9mm mag fed 10 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 18 1/2" matt finish barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, includes one drum
and two stick mags each pinned for 10 rounds, designed to look vintage and appears to have been gently used,
normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # C4927 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Shultz & Larsen Otterup targe Non-Restricted rifle Shultz & Larsen Otterup model target .22LR
single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 26 3/4"" blued heavy barrel and action with slight surface rust, front target
sight has replaceable insert and rear target sight is adjustable, stock is broken behind action rear half of stock
appears to have been replaced, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 27325 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Non-Restricted rifle model Mauser 6.5x55 cal barrel and action only bolt action w/ bbl
length 26 1/2" blued finish turning grey, fixed front and rear sights, bolt marked 987 serial # 419172 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Pedersoli Lightning Non-Restricted rifle Pedersoli model Lightning .45 Long Colt tube fed 10
pump action w/ bbl length 20" blued finish barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, smooth straight
stock and checkered pump, shows signs of gentle use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks.
serial # PL00484 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1897 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1897 12 ga tube fed 5 shot
pump action w/ bbl length 30" blued finish turned grey and worn in most areas, bead front sight, see photos for
age appropriate condition, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # L25291 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Krag 1897 Non-Restricted rifle Krag model 1897 6.5x55 cal 5 shot mag fed bolt action w/ bbl
length 22" blued finish turned grey and worn, sporterized, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, bolt stamped 770,
crack on stock rear and down from action, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 25560
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens High Power Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model High Power .35 Rem 10 lever action w/
bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights (rear ramp missing),
smooth and stock and foreend have had cracks filled and finish redone, possibly reblued but not confirmed serial #
3510 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 116 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 116 .2338 Win Mag, mag fed 3 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 24" stainless barrel and action, no iron sights, fitted with mounts and Burris 3X-9X Signature scope,
one piece synthetic stock with simulated checkered semi-pistol grip, show signs of light use various marks and
scratches to stock and metalserial # F775835 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 308 Win-mag fed 3 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 20" Parkerized style finish on barrel and action, no iron sights, pre-threaded for optic mounts, two
position front and one rear sling mounts, bumper pad mounted to one piece synthetic stock, various marks and
scratches to stock and metal serial # G6609449PAL required
Selection of .338 Win mag bullet components Selection of .338 Win mag bullet components including over half full
100 count Hornady .33 cal, 200 gr. bullets ,four unopened boxes of Nosler .33 cal. 200 gr. bullets, three full and one
near full Nosler 250 gr., two piece .338 Win RCBS dies and an over half full bag of 50 Winchester brand .338 Win
Mag unprimed shell cases
Selection of four soft rifle cases. Not available Selection of four soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Local
bidders only
Two new in package Magpull PMAG 20 .308 Win Two new in package Magpull PMAG 20 .308 Win magazines, six 20
round South Africa Surplus boxes of 7.62 X 51 (308 Win) ammo., scope mount and rings of unknown fittment,
scope mount of unknown fittment, .30 M1 magazine pinned to 10 and a rifle sock
Selection of rifle ammunition including four 20 Selection of rifle ammunition including four 20 round boxes ( one
has 19 rounds) of foreign manufactured 30-06 ammo., a 20 round red plastic box of .375 H&H Mag (probably
reloads), unknown round count bag of unknown ammo., bag of unknown count 22-250 Rem cal. ammo. (over 100),
plus assorted miscellaneous rifle rounds and cases
Large selection of .22 cal and .38 cal ammunition Large selection of .22 cal and .38 cal ammunition including four
full 50 round Winchester .22 WRF in gold boxes and three full 50 count boxes of Federal .22 Win mag cal., four full
boxes of Winchester silver boxed Win mag cal. bag of approximately 300 loose .22 LR cal., box of Winchester .38
Special 130 grain full jacket ammunition with 90 rounds, full box PMC Bronze 158 gr. .357 mag, 10 rounds and 40
cases in American Eagle red box .38 Special (reloads?) and 15 rounds of Winchester .38 Special jacketed hollow
points
Selection of .44 ammunition including red plastic Selection of .44 ammunition including red plastic ammo. box with
100 primed .44 mag cases, red plastic case with approximately 40 of .44 Rem mag. reloads and approximately 30
rounds of .44 Spl. reloads, white Winchester box filled with 50 rounds of assorted .44 Rem mag. reloads, green
plastic case with 50 rounds of .44-40 Win reloads, blue plastic box with 20 rounds of .44-40 Win reloads and 30
cases, a 10 round count of CCI .44 Mag shot shells, ammo. wallet of 6 rounds of .44 mag. and a yellow 50 count of
assorted .44 mag and Spl. (possible reloads)
Two wooden spears with metal heads with sheaths. Two wooden spears with metal heads with sheaths. Local
pickup required
Non-Restricted rifle Steyr-Daimler-Puch 3170 Non-Restricted rifle Steyr-Daimler-Puch model 3170 30-06 bolt action
w/ bbl length 22 1/2" spoon style bolt, blued barrel and action with front and rear fixed sights, checkered semi
pistol grip stock with cheek riser and white highlighted black caps, fitted with optic mount and Redfield 3x-9x
scope, storage rust around optic mount and screws, leather sling, various marks and scratches, worn and flaking
varnish, worn in carry and handling areas serial # 56740 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 840 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840 .410 ga 2 1/2"-3" single shot hinge
break w/ bbl length 26" blued finish barrel and action, single front bead sight, two piece wood furniture with
checkered semi pistol grip and forend, shows signs of light use with marks and dings appear to be storage and
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handling related, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 46270PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 1100 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 1100 12 ga. Mag 3" 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 30" with blued barrel and action with ribbed full choke barrel, single bead sight, decorative
checker wood stock and forend, Remington butt pad, shows signs of gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and
metal serial # 531292MPAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz 1422 Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model 1422 .22 LR mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 24" with blued barrel and action, factory fixed front and adjustable rear sight, fitted with Weaver mounts
and Leupold 2X7 Vari X II scope, deluxe walnut stock with checkered pistol grip and forend included leather sling,
two mags and extra bolt ( 2nd bolt not tested for fittment) shows very light handling and storage marks, nicks and
scratches to wood and metal serial # 1284455 PAL required
Antique blunderbuss Spanish Antique blunderbuss Spanish 10 ga. single shot pin fire w/ bbl length 16" Heavy brass
barrel with engraved decoration and script, brass butt stock, hand chaised brass trigger guard, includes ram rod. In
as expected antique condition serial # Nil No PAL required
Antique Netherlands Naval daggar with engraving on Antique Netherlands Naval daggar with engraving on both
sides of blade and hand chaised sheath and ivory handle
Two knives and a hatchet including Ka-Bar USMC Two knives and a hatchet including Ka-Bar USMC knife with
leather sheath, a faux stag handled Bowie knife in leather sheath and a Tim-br-man hatchet, all in new condtion
Two Puma knives including Wildcat Stag 816300 with Two Puma knives including Wildcat Stag 816300 with leather
scabbard and Original Bowie 116396 with scabbard, both in near new condition.
Two Puma knives including White Hunter 09RC 116375 Two Puma knives including White Hunter 09RC 116375 with
leather scabbard, a Four Star Mini pocket knife 280730 with scabbard, all in as new condition.
Three Puma knives including Hunter's Pal II Three Puma knives including Hunter's Pal II 118397, Wolf Stag 810140
and Buddy 118383, all with leather scabbards and all in as new condition.
Two knives including Puma skinner 116393 and a Elk Two knives including Puma skinner 116393 and a Elk Hunter
Stag 816060 both with leather sheaths and in as new condition.
Five full 20 count boxes of 7mm Remington Magnum Five full 20 count boxes of 7mm Remington Magnum
ammunition including Hornady 154 grain, Hornady 162 grain plus Remington 140, 150 and 175.
Three full 20 count boxes of 30-06 Springfield Three full 20 count boxes of 30-06 Springfield ammunition including
Winchester 150, Winchester 180, Federal 165 plus 20 empty cases plus a Browning ammunition wallet, rifle
magazine in camo pouch and an unopened packaged Browning BCI gun sock.
Plastic ammo/utility box and contents including Plastic ammo/utility box and contents including approximately 400
rounds of Winchester .22 LR ammo. Some in two plastic blue carry cases.
Plastic MTM Case-Gard ammo can with selection of Plastic MTM Case-Gard ammo can with selection of full boxes
of 12 gauge shot gun ammo. including Federal twenty five count 2 3/4" No. 4, Remington twenty five count 3" BB,
Winchester twenty five count 3" BB, two boxes of five count Remington SABOT slug 3", Remington five count 2 3/4"
SABOT slug and Winchester five count SABOT 3".
Two Winchester large sized hard pistol cases with Two Winchester large sized hard pistol cases with foam lining in
virtually unused condition.
Winchester tear-down sized hard case in near new Winchester tear-down sized hard case in near new condition.
Winchester foam lined hard rifle case in near new Winchester foam lined hard rifle case in near new condition. Not
available for shipping. Local bidders only
Caldwell Fire Control full length rest with Caldwell Fire Control full length rest with original packaging, in near new
condition.
RedHead 20-60X60mm spotting scope with fitted hard RedHead 20-60X60mm spotting scope with fitted hard case,
soft carrying case, tri-pod and other accessories and original cardboard packaging, appears in unused condition.
Plastic tub with a selection of 30-30 and 30-06 Plastic tub with a selection of 30-30 and 30-06 ammo including
approximately 60 rounds plus leather ammo pouches and a small selection of .22 ammo.
Cardboard carton containing approximately 140 Cardboard carton containing approximately 140 rounds of
assorted 12 ga. (mixed boxes).
Three vintage flap holsters including leather Three vintage flap holsters including leather Hannover Luger, black
leather holster with two magazine, cleaning rod and tool and a molded holster
Burris Signature 3X-12X scope in used condition. Burris Signature 3X-12X scope in used condition.
Restricted rifle Windham Weaponry WW-308 Restricted rifle Windham Weaponry model WW-308 .308 cal 5 semi
automatic w/ bbl length 419mm blued finish, flat top with rail including on gas block, extending stock, front and
rear adjustable folding sights, one 5 round mad, original tie tag and some documentation, appears to have had very
little use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # RD001850 certificate # 17927767 FRT
# 146834-1` PAL required
Restricted handgun CVA (Connecticut Valley A Remin Restricted handgun CVA (Connecticut Valley A model
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Remington Model New Army .44 Perc cal 6 shot single action w/ bbl length 208mm blued finish turning brown and
well worn, brass trigger guard and walnut grips, slight cylinder ring, fixed sights, black powder only, normal wear in
handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 5708 certificate # 18257259 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Vaquero Restricted handgun Ruger model New Vaquero .45 Colt 6 shot single
action w/ bbl length 117mm blued barrel and cylinder, case hardened frame, slight cylinder ring, fixed sights,
comes with plastic grips and deluxe wood and original box, appears to have had gentle use, normal wear in
handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 51048608 certificate # 17893892 FRT # 123334-3 PAL required
Restricted pistol Shooters Arms GI Commander-E 191 Restricted pistol Shooters Arms model GI Commander-E 1911
.45 ACP mag fed 7 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 108mm stainless finish, fixed front and rear sights, checkered
grips, includes two 8 round mag, original box and documentation, appears to have had light use, normal wear in
handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # WGES450038 certificate # 17922618 FRT # 136997 PAL required
Restricted handgun Bond Arms Ranger II Restricted handgun Bond Arms model Ranger II .45 Long Colt 2 shot hinge
break w/ bbl length 108mm stainless finish and deluxe grips with star, fitted with .45 double barrel and includes
.357/.38 barrel and .45cal/410ga barrel plus original box a holster and trigger guard, appears to have had light use,
normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 109349 certificate # 17913219 FRT # 134664-2
and -3 and -1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Norinco 1911A1 Restricted handgun Norinco model 1911A1 .45ACP mag fed 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm blued finish, checkered plastic grips, low profile military style fixed sights with
white dots, original box and cleaning rod, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial #
516452 certificate # 18084053 FRT # 21077-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Uberti 1858 New Army Conversion Restricted handgun Uberti model 1858 New Army
Conversion 44-40WCF cal 6 single action w/ bbl length 140mm blued finish, brass trigger guard, walnut grips, slight
cylinder ring,fixed sights, appears to have light use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks.
comes with original box and some documentation. serial # X28424 certificate # 17941779 PAL required
Restricted handgun Enfield No2 MkI Restricted handgun Enfield model No2 MkI .38 cal 6 shot hinge break auto
eject w/ bbl length 127mm blued finish turning brown, frame-cyl-barrel have matching numbers, right side of
frame marked with crown 1933, fixed sights, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial #
B7648 certificate # 18152453 PAL required
Restricted pistol Norinco M93 Restricted pistol Norinco model M93 .22LR cal mag fed 10 shot semi automatic w/
bbl length 118mm blued finish, plastic checkered grips, fixed front and windage adjustable rear sights, includes one
10 round mag, appears to have had light use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial #
961251 certificate # 17881746 FRT # 137716-1 PAL required
Restricted pistol Thompson Center Arms Contender Restricted pistol Thompson Center Arms model Contender .357
Mag Cal single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 254mm blued finish, fitted with Pachmayr grips and Bushnell
Phantom II 2.5X scope, appears lightly used, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial #
425814 PAL required
Restricted pistol Thompson Center Arms Contender Restricted pistol Thompson Center Arms model Contender .44
Mag cal single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 356mm blues finish, fix front and adjustable rear sights, wood grips
with rubber backstrap, gently used, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 304949 PAL
required
Restricted rifle Bushmaster XM15E25 Restricted rifle Bushmaster model XM15E25 .223/5.56 cal 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 508mm blued finish, flat top and quad rail on gas block, 330mm smooth and checkered
forearm, extending stock, includes one 5 roud mag, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks.
serial # L097769 certificate # 18084052 FRT # 17158-8 PAL required
Restricted rifle Poly Technologies CQ Semi Restricted rifle Poly Technologies model CQ Semi 5.56mm cal 5 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 371 blue finish, flat top upper, fixed sight gas block, fitted with Simmons scope, quad
rail with soft inserts, extending stock, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 00480313
certificate # 17973684 PAL required
Restricted rifle Novohradsky, Petr FSN 01 Restricted rifle Novohradsky, Petr model FSN 01 7.62x39 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 390mm blued finish, wood furniture, adjustable front and rear sights, comes with
removable sheathed bayonet, sling, soft mag pouch and total of four mags pinned to 5 rounds, appears to have had
light use, normal wear in handling areas with slight chips and marks. serial # 258 certificate # 17946515 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Glock 17 Restricted handgun Glock model 17 9mm Luger, mag fed 10 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 110mm Blued slide, polymer receiver with fixed front and Trudot rear sights. Heavily textured sponge like
pistol grip, appears to have been done with hot poker. Action feels smooth. In well used condition. serial #
HRE220certificate # 19599069FRT # 19400-8 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 35 Target Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 35 Target .22 LR 6 shot
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double action revolver w/ bbl length 151mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Wear in holster,
handling and use areas. One side plate screw is not original. Checkered wooden Smith & Wesson logo grips.
Includes original well worn box. Marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # 23193 certificate # 19603604 FRT #
21854-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Uberti 1873 Restricted handgun Uberti model 1873 .45 Long Colt 6 shot single action revolver
w/ bbl length 191mm Blued barrel, cylinder and trigger guard. Case hardened framed and hammer. Fixed sights,
visible cylinder ring. Minor marks throughout, appears to have very little use serial # U18431 certificate # 17947871
FRT # 22997-10 PAL required
Restricted handgun Pietta 1873 Restricted handgun Pietta model 1873 .45 Long Colt 6 shot single action revolver
w/ bbl length 119mm Blued barrel and cylinder, case hardened action and hammer, cylinder ring visible. No
significant holster and handling markings. Minor scratches and markings throughout. Includes original box and
owner's manual. serial # E17091 certificate # 14431318 PAL required
Restricted handgun Mauser C96 Broomhandle Restricted handgun Mauser model C96 Broomhandle 7.63x25
Mauser (.30) 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish turned grey/brown, fixed front and
adjustable rear sights, upper serial number 88869. Wooden grips. Well used condition. Includes Broomhandle
holster that does not fit this firearm. serial # 738177 certificate # 19372989 FRT # 28788-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt M 1911A1 Army Restricted handgun Colt model M 1911A1 Army .45 ACP cal 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Plastic checkered grips. Right side of receiver red stamped "United
States Property M 1911 A1 US Army, RIA " left side of receiver stamped just below slide lock "FJA". Slide is well
worn and reads Remington Rand Inc. Includes one 7 shot magazine. Well worn finish. serial # 998752 certificate #
1960596 FRT # 36102-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson Military Police Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model Military Police
Model 3 .38 S&W 6 shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 125mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden
grips. Finish on barrel well worn and turning brown. Marks on wood and other parts of metal. Includes leather
holster. serial # 941660 certificate # 19605907 FRT # 21994-4 PAL required
Restricted handgun Dan Wesson 15-2 Restricted handgun Dan Wesson model 15-2 .22 LR 6 shot double action
revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Comes with two sets of
wooden grips, one checkered with DWA logo and one with finger grooved target grips. Visible cylinder ring.
Includes front sight inserts, 151mm barrel, barrel replacement tool and guide, original instruction booklets, Dan
Wesson patch and belt buckle. Marks on wood and metal. Note at time of cataloguing this revolver is in the process
of being reclassified from prohibit to restricted. serial # 17720 certificate # Nil FRT # 18413-4 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger MK II Target Restricted handgun Ruger model MK II Target .22 LR mag fed 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Heavy stainless barrel and receiver. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Includes one 10 shot Ruger brand magazine. Black Ruger brand checkered grips. Appears to have had light use.
serial # 21923236 certificate # 19584397 FRT # 22439-3 PAL required
Thompson Center Arms contender barrel 30-30 Win Thompson Center Arms contender barrel 30-30 Win cal. (Super
14), 350mm with scope mount and rings
Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .22 LR cal, Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .22 LR cal, blued
finish, fixed front sight, fitted with scope mount and includes wooden grip, 255mm
Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .357 REM Max Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .357 REM Max
cal., blued finished, fixed front sight, fitted with rings and Nc STAR 2-7X32 scope, 257mm
Thompson Center Arms .44 Mag cal. blued finished, Thompson Center Arms .44 Mag cal. blued finished, fixed front
and adjustable rear sight, 254mm
Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .256 Win Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .256 Win cal., blued
finish, fixed front sight, scope mount fitted with Tasco 4X32 optic, 254mm
Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .22 Hornet Thompson Center Arms contender barrel .22 Hornet cal.,
blued finish, fixed front sight, Leupold scope mount fitted with Redfield 4X stainless finish optic. 253mm
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield S.M.L.E. I* MA VI Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S.M.L.E. I* MA VII .303 Brit
mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" full wood, comes with one mag and detachable sheathed bayonet,
fixed front and adjustable rear sights, right side of stock stamped (R MA 5/47) bottom front of stock (SLAZ 47, L2, B,
28), nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 74421 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield S.M.L.E. III* Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S.M.L.E. III* .303 Brit mag fed 10
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" full wood, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, brass but plate, includes one
matching number box mag, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 1870 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No 4 Mk 2 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4 Mk 2 .303 Brit mag fed 10
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" full wood stock, matching numbers stock and mag, fixed front and adjustable
rear sights, brass butt plate, removable bayonet, top center of stock has storage/transport rubs, nicks and scratches
to wood and metal, appears to have had little to no use and original packing grease still evident around front sight
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and action serial # UF55A11956 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory 1903 Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory model 1903 30-06 mag fed 5
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24" appears to be refinished stock, blue metal turning grey does not appear
refinished however may have once been tapped for scope mount and the holes refilled. nicks and scratches to
wood and metal serial # 1232047 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle MAS 36 Non-Restricted rifle MAS model 36 7.5x54mm mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length
23" blued barrel and action, leather sling, matching numbers on bayonet, bolt, trigger guard, stock and follower
base, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # H67892 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield S.M.L.E. II*, MA Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model S.M.L.E. II*, MA VII .303 Brit
mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 35" full wood, blued barrel and action turning grey, bolt serial number
C74421, wood is likely from more than one firearm, brass butt plate, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial #
D45770 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No4, Mk2 (F) Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No4, Mk2 (F) .303 Brit mag fed
10 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" full wood, blued barrel and action, green web sling, matching numbers on
mag, stock and bolt, matching numbers removable bayonet, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to
wood and metal serial # PF310602 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle H&R Arms M1 Garand Non-Restricted rifle H&R Arms model M1 Garand 30-06 mag fed 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 24" blued barrel and action, fitted with aftermarket scope mount and Bushnell
Scopechief VI scope, right side of stock stamped (AA55061) and possible revarnished, nicks and scratches to wood
and metal serial # 5542850 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory M1D Garand Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory model M1D Garand
30-06 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 24" sniper rifle with M84 scope serial number 16816, leather cheek
rest, one rear and two forward sling mounts fitted with web sling, detachable sheathed bayonet, M2 Flash hider,
fixed front and adjustable rear iron sights, nicks and scratches to wood and metal, overall appears gently used serial
# 2012714 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning BAR Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BAR 30-06 mag fed 5 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 22" blued barrel and action, no fixed sights, fitted with Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9x36 scope, deluxe wood
with checkered forearm and semi pistol grip, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and
metal serial # 137NM11676 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Kimber 84 Non-Restricted rifle Kimber model 84 .223 mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length
21" blued barrel and action, no fixed sights, aftermarket attached, deluxe one piece stock with checkered fore grip
and semi pistol grip, checkered butt plate, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal
serial # 853 PAL required
Leupold ZX-III 8.5-25-50mm Long Range scope with Leupold ZX-III 8.5-25-50mm Long Range scope with rings. Was
fitted to lot #167. SN 120779N
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta 686 Onyx Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model 686 Onyx 12ga under and under 2
shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" 3 1/2" steel shot blued barrel and action, ribbed barrel is fitted with on bead
sight from factory and two piece Williams front fixed and rear adjustable sights, Limbsaver recoil pad, checkered
forearm and semi pistol grip, nicks and scratches to wood and metal, appears to have had gentle use, includes
original box serial # L42763B PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant Polish M44 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model Polish M44 7.62x54Rmm
mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 20 1/4" blued barrel and action, fold out bayonet, cleaning rod, matching
numbers on butt plate, mag bolt, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, appears virtually unused, nicks and
scratches to wood and metal serial # RA2230 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 77 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 77 .22 LR cal mag fed 10 semi automatic
w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Leupold VX-1 2-7X28mm scope.
Smooth wooden stock. Winchester plastic butt plate. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Appears to have gentle use
with only light handling and storage marks. serial # 78742 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 .32 WS tube fed lever action w/ bbl
length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Also fitted with William Micro
adjustable target sight. Smooth straight stock. Minor handling and use marks. serial # 1369876 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Ruger Red Label Non-Restricted shotgun Ruger model Red Label 20 ga. 3" 2 shot hinge
break w/ bbl length 26" Blued ribbed barrel and receiver. Fitted fiber optic front sight. Top barrel is full choke,
under barrel is modified choke. Wooden stock with spacers and recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip and fore-end.
Appears to have had very light use with only minor storage and handling marks. serial # 40004148 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca 37 Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 12 ga. 2 3/4" tube fed pump action w/
bbl length 19" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Full choke.
Checkered semi pistol grip and pump. Possibly re-blued. Minor handling and storage marks to wood and metal.
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serial # 90107 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 39 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39 .22 S, L & LR single shot bolt action w/ bbl length
22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 4X Custom .22
scope. Smooth wooden stock, plastic butt plate with minor marks to wood and metal. serial # NilPAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield Mossberg MK I Non-Restricted rifle Lakefield Mossberg model MK I .22 S, L & LR
single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell
Banner .22 scope. Smooth wooden stock, plastic butt plate. Appears virtually unused with minor handling marks
throughout. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted Air Rife H.Weihrauch Sportwaffen Non-Restricted Air Rife H.Weihrauch model Sportwaffen .177
single shot Under lever w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and micro adjustable rear sight.
Wooden stock with cheek riser and checkered pistol grip. Hard plastic butt plate. High velocity approximately 100
fps. High quality German made air rifle. Appears to have had light use with only minor handling marks. serial #
1024380 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Smith & Wesson 1500 Custom Non-Restricted rifle Smith & Wesson model 1500 Custom 25-06
mag fed bolt action w/ bbl length 23 3/4" Custom satin finish stainless barrel. No fixed sights. Blued receiver. Fitted
with Leupold VX-2 3.9X40 scope. Painted synthetic stock with spider web decoration. Bell & Carlson recoil pad. .
Minor handing and use marks to stocks and barrel. serial # PN 79847 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Vanguard custom Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard custom .248
Win mag fed. bolt action w/ bbl length 23" Custom satin finish stainless barrel. Blued receiver fitted with Bushnell
4X15 scope. Stock has been painted and spider web applied. Marks on stock and metal. serial # VL 23922 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington Rolling block no.6 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Rolling block no.6 .22 S. L
& LR single rolling block w/ bbl length 19 3/4" Blued barrel and action. Fixed front and rear sight. Refinished stock
and shop made brass butt plate. Likely reblued. Minor nicks and marks since refinishing. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Ace I Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ace I .22 LR single bolt action w/ bbl length 17"
Blued barrel with fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Phantom II 1.3X scope. Refinished stock and shot
made brass butt plate. Very few marks since refinishing. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Sport Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Sport .22 S, L & LR single bolt action w/ bbl
length 17" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Magnum Phantom 2.5X pistol
scope. Refinished stock, metal butt plate. Likley reblued. Very few marks since refinishing. serial # Nil
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens Falling Block Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Falling Block .22 LR single falling block
w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front and elevation adjustable buckhorn sight.
Refinished stock, plastic butt plate. In well used condtion. serial # X432 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens Little Scout Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Little Scout .22 LR single falling block w/
bbl length 19" Blued barrel and action. Fixed front and rear sights. Refinished stock with shop made brass butt
plate. Likely reblued and few marks since refinishing. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 10X22 Take-Down Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 10X22 Take-Down .22 LR only 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Satin stainless barrel and receiver with fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with Vortex Spitfire Optic. Stock is wrapped in electrical tape and foam shell carrier. Minor marks on
metal and visible stock. Includes soft case. serial # 000517726 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms Encore Non-Restricted rifle Thompson Center Arms model Encore .223
Rem single hinge break w/ bbl length 19" Satin stainless finish barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with
Weaver Grand Slam 4.5-14X40mm scope. Synthetic stock wrapped in camo tape and foam cartridge carrier. Marks
and nicks to stock and barrel. serial # S88600 PAL required
Non-Restricted Encore Muzzle load barrel only Non-Restricted Encore model Muzzle load barrel only 209X50 mag
single w/ bbl length 26 1/2" Satin finish stainless steel with no fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Elite 3200 3-10X40
scope. Wrapped in camo fabric. Includes ram rod. Marks and nicks to barrel No PAL required
Non-Restricted Encore Barrel only Non-Restricted Encore model Barrel only .270 Win single w/ bbl length 19" Satin
finish stainless barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bausch & Lomb Elite 4000 6-24X40 scope. Marks to barrel and
scope. No PAL required
Non-Restricted Encore Barrel only Non-Restricted Encore model Barrel only 17 HMRF. single w/ bbl length 19" Satin
stainless fluted barrel. No fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VariX 2X7 R.F.Special scope. In used condition with light
marks overall. No PAL required
Barrel only Encore Barrel only model Encore .243 Win single w/ bbl length 22" Satin finished stainless barrel with no
fixed sights. Fitted with Leupold VariX III 6.5X20 scope. Handling and use marks. No PAL required
Large green Remington gun safe, model C-35, serial Large green Remington gun safe, model C-35, serial no.
R40028. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Selection of 6.5X 55, .284 Win etc.green container Selection of 6.5X 55, .284 Win etc.green container with 50
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rounds of 6.5X55 reloads, blue plastic container with 50 rounds of 6.5-284, selection of brass full and partial boxes
of projectiles and two sets of Redding dies including 6.5mm X 55 S.Mauser No. 36132 and a set of 6.5mm/ 284
Winchester no. 36415
Selection of .300 Weatherby and .300 Winchester Selection of .300 Weatherby and .300 Winchester Mag ammo.
and components including blue plastic case with 50 rounds of .300 Win reloads, green plastic case with 50 rounds
of .300 Weatherby reloads plus assorted brass, some loose, some in cases and a set of Redding dies for each.
Selection of .223 Remington reloads and Selection of .223 Remington reloads and accessories including blue plastic
case containing 50 rounds, red plastic case with 63 rounds, selection of new and used brass, two partial packages of
projectiles, RCBS dies and Forster Micrometer seater die.
Selection of .338 Winchester Magnum reloads and Selection of .338 Winchester Magnum reloads and accessories
including green plastic case with 48 rounds, selection of new and used brass, two almost empty packages of
projectiles, Redding and RCBS die sets.
Selection of 30-06 reloads and accessories Selection of 30-06 reloads and accessories including blue plastic case
containing 50 rounds reloads, a camo case with approximately 50 brass and RCBS dies including one micrometer
adjust.
Plastic ammo. box and contents including .308 Plastic ammo. box and contents including .308 Winchester reloads
and accesories, inlcuding projectiles, empty brass, Redding and RCBS dies, approximately 70 reloads etc.
Selection of 8X 57 Mauser reloads and accessories Selection of 8X 57 Mauser reloads and accessories including
green plastic case with 51 rounds of reloads, bags of brass, partial boxes of projectiles, RCBS dies and a Forster
micrometer seater die.
Selection of .300 Rem reloads and accessories Selection of .300 Rem reloads and accessories including new
packaged and used packaged brass, 22 rounds of reloads in green plastic case, Redding dies and a Forster dies with
micrometer adjust.
Selection of assorted shotgun ammo. including 49 Selection of assorted shotgun ammo. including 49 rounds of 28
gauge Remington #7 1/2, and approximately 70 rounds of 12 gauge.
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1903 Pocket hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket hammerless .32
auto 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Logoed plastic checkered grips. Includes
one 8 shot magazine. Worn in holster, use and handling areas. Slight pitting. serial # 66310192 certificate #
4811953 FRT # 17503-3 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther PPK Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther model PPK 7.65mm 7 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 83mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Walthier brand checkered plastic grips. Includes two 7 shot magazines with
finger rest. Use and handling marks in holster and handling areas. serial # 172051 certificate # 4811969 FRT #
23276-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 handgun CUGIR Carpati 74 Prohib 12-5 handgun CUGIR Carpati model 74 7.65mm 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 91mm Blued slide and trigger guard. Uncoloured alloy receiver. Fixed sights. Checkered
plastic grips. Includes one 8 shot magazine. Appears to have had light use with minor handling and storage marks.
serial # AR7801 certificate # 18508622 FRT # 25307-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1908 Pocket Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1908 Pocket .25 cal. 6 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish. Checkered logoed grips. Includes one 6 shot magazine. Use, storage and holster
wear. serial # 382591 certificate # 4811950 FRT # 23917-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1903 Pocket hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket hammerless .32
auto cal. 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Colt logoed checkered wooden grips.
Slight pitting. Holster and use wear and marks overall. serial # 547932 certificate # 4811952 FRT # 17503-3 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun High Standard H-D Military Prohib 12-6 handgun High Standard model H-D Military .22 LR 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden
grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Wear and marks in use, handling and storage areas including tooling marks
around pins. serial # 228501 certificate # 18210144 FRT # 19797-5 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique Military & Police (17) Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique model Military & Police (17)
7.65mm 9 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 81mm Blued finish. Unique logoed textured grips. Includes one 9 shot
magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # 398248 certificate # 4811959 FRT # 26600-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott 1921 Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model 1921 7.65mm 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish, turning brown. Checkered grips. Includes on 8 shot magazine. Holster
and use area wear overall. Currently appears to be registered incorrectly. Expect delays in transfer. serial # 157893
certificate # 4811958 FRT # 35903-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Star BM Prohib 12-6 handgun Star model BM 9mm Luger 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
99mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. One 8 shot magazine. Use and handling
marks. serial # 1531119certificate # 4811946 FRT # 22299-4 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver-Johnson Safety Hammer Aut Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver-Johnson model Safety Hammer
Auto mod 2 .38 S&W 5 shot hinge break double action revolver w/ bbl length 83mm Electro-plated finish. Fixed
front sight. Decorative plastic grips. Top strap marked Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works. Auto eject. Minor pitting
and flaking. Cylinder ring plus use and handling marks. serial # I6543certificate # 4811960 FRT # 25781-33 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott Vest Pocket 190 Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott model Vest Pocket
1907 6.35mm 6 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Nickel finish. Checkered plastic grips. Includes 6 shot
magazine. Original box. Minor use and handling marks. serial # 17024 certificate # 4811965 FRT # 25029-1 PAL
required
Selection of reloads and reloading items including Selection of reloads and reloading items including blue plastic
container of 50 count of 7X57 Norma reloads. Brown cardboard carton with 49 count of 7mm mostly full 100 count
Speer 7mm 160 grain bullets. Mostly full box of nearly 100 count of Hornady 7mm 162 bullets. Mostly full box of 50
count of Nosler 7mm 160 grain bullets. Selection of brass empty cartridges. Two piece RCBS 7mm dies and a red
box containing Forster full length sizer die 7.57 Mauser.
Selection of reloads and accessories including Selection of reloads and accessories including blue container with 18
count 7mm Rem mag reloads and 20 cartridges. Green plastic case with 50 count of 7mm Rem mag reloads. Blue
case of 50 count 7mm reloads. RCBS 7mm Rem mag dies. Lee 7mm dies. Green container with 50 count 7mm brass.
Bag with approximately 20 count 7mm brass and a selection of 7mm projectiles.
Blue container with 37 count .340 Weatherby mag Blue container with 37 count .340 Weatherby mag reloads, red
container with 14 count primed .340 Weatherby mag case. Hornady .340 Weatherby mag dies, Redding .340
Weatherby mag dies. Blue plastic case with 30 count .375 H&H mag reloads, .375 H&H micrometre seater dies.
Redding .375 H&H magnum dies and a bag of 50 plus .375 H&H empty cartridges.
Selection of approximately fourteen assorted Selection of approximately fourteen assorted loading dies cases
including RCBS, Lyman, Forster etc. many with mismatched sets and wrong packaging. BUY AS MISCELLANEOUS.
selection of approximately thirteen assorted selection of approximately thirteen assorted loading dies cases
including RCBS, Lyman, Forster etc. many with mismatched sets and wrong packaging. BUY AS MISCELLANEOUS.
Selection of RCBS reloading equipment including Selection of RCBS reloading equipment including single turret
press, inertia hammer, primer seater, case trimmer, manual scale, primered feed tube etc.
Selection of reloading gear including a Redding Selection of reloading gear including a Redding single station press,
a Lyman six die press, shell holders, primer seater, case trimmer, electronic scale, Harrell's powder measure/dump
etc.
Selection of reloading equipments including Lyman Selection of reloading equipments including Lyman 6 station
press, Redding 6 station press, shell holders, primer seater, case trimmer, gauges including Head Space etc.
AMT auto scale with original packaging, not AMT auto scale with original packaging, not tested. Plus a selection of
tools including a Lyman power deburring tool, Redding case trimmer, Simmons bore sighter, Sinclair scope
alignment tool, neck turner, Anschewtz target sight etc.
Selection of tools and miscellaneous firearms Selection of tools and miscellaneous firearms items including balance
scale, NSK 0-1" micrometer, Aimshoot laser bore sight kit, missing actual laser. Bushnell laser bore sighter,
screwdriver set, a dremel style flex shaft, Wheeler magnetic laser bore sighting tool etc.
Trijicon wide 3-9X56 scope in gently used Trijicon wide 3-9X56 scope in gently used condition
Burris Black Diamond 3X-12X scope in used Burris Black Diamond 3X-12X scope in used condition with original box.
Steel ammo can containing ten full 50 count boxes Steel ammo can containing ten full 50 count boxes of Remington
40 S&W ammo. 165 grain.
Ten full 50 count boxes of Winchester .40 S&W Ten full 50 count boxes of Winchester .40 S&W ammo. 180 grain.
Box of assorted wooden rifle stocks and fore-ends. Box of assorted wooden rifle stocks and fore-ends.
Two soft rifle cases and two knives with Two soft rifle cases and two knives with scabbards. Not available for
shipping. Local bidders only
Three soft rifle cases Three soft rifle cases
Six full 50 count boxes of Remington 25-20 Win Six full 50 count boxes of Remington 25-20 Win 86Gr ammunition
Ten full 20 count Winchester Super X .225 Win 55Gr Ten full 20 count Winchester Super X .225 Win 55Gr
ammunition
13 full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X 25-35 13 full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X 25-35 Win. 117Gr
ammunition
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 93R17 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 93R17 .17 HMR cal mag fed 5/10 shots bolt
action w/ bbl length 21" Heavy stainless barrel and action, no fixed sights, fitted with stainless rings and Scorpion
Optics 4-12 X 40, polymer stock with simulated checkering, includes one 5 shot and three 10 shot stainless mags.
Shows signs of light use, minor knicks and scratches to stock and metal serial # 1870199 PAL required
Antique rifle Belgian Wall/Fortress Gun Antique rifle Belgian model Wall/Fortress Gun .75 Percussian single shot
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breach loading back action w/ bbl length 39" Metal finish turned brown, fixed front and adjustable rear sight.
Stamped cartouche on right side of stock Liege Makers "Manufact. D'Armes/18 Liege 66". Right side of receiver has
small circle stamp "CC66". Date stamp on barrel at left of rear sight "1866". 360 degree swiveling pintle. round
barrel with octagonal rifling. The quick release removable breachblock makes this perimeter protecting long gun
relatively fast to reload with the use of a team. Very rare to find one in North America and even more rare to be in
such nice condition. Less than 5 to be known to exist. One sold at auction 3 years ago for $8050 USD serial # 65
Non-Restricted rifle Remington Nylon 66 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model Nylon 66 .22 LR only tube fed 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Blued barrel turning brown with fixed front and adjustable rear sight,
fitted with Leopold Vari-X II 2 X 7, scope. In used condition with chips and knicks to wood and metal serial #
2439845 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Tikka T3 Non-Restricted rifle Tikka model T3 .22-250 Rem cal. mag fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 24" Satin finish heavy stainless barrel and action, no fixed sights, synthetic stock with simulated checkering,
recoil pad, appears to have had light use. Minor handling marks throughout serial # J76183 PAL required
Vortex Viper 6.5-20X50mm scope with lens covers Vortex Viper 6.5-20X50mm scope with lens covers and rings,
appears in gently used condition
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 500 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 500 410ga.2 1/2 & 3" tube fed 5
shot pump action w/ bbl length 24" full choke Blued barrel and action, ribbed barrel, double bead sight, checkered
semi pistol grip stock and forend. Mossberg recoil pad. Appears to have had very light use. Minor knicks and chips
to wood and metal. serial # U802155 PAL required \
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 70-XTR Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70-XTR 22-250 Rem cal. mag fed
bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and action, drilled and tapped for fixed sights, fitted with Burris E1
Fullfield 4.5X-14X42mm scope. checkered semi pistol fore grip, appears to have gentle use. Minor knicks and chips
to wood and metal serial # G1414254 PAL required
Vortex Spitfire 1X Prism scope with red and green Vortex Spitfire 1X Prism scope with red and green illumination,
new or near new in box
Vortex Strikefire Red dot system optic, appears Vortex Strikefire Red dot system optic, appears gently used,
untested at time of cataloguing
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Saddle Ring Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 Saddle Ring .30 WCF
cal. tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed front and rear sight with three
stage rear sight. Tang peep sight added. Well used condition including crack on left side of stock and assorted nicks
and scratches on wood and metal. serial # 607178 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Parker Hale 98 Mauser Non-Restricted rifle Parker Hale model 98 Mauser 30-06 mag fed 5 shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 20 1/2" Blued finish barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Scope bases installed, worn bluing
predominately on muzzle and other areas. Refinished stock with crudely attached makeshift recoil pad, crude fit
between barrel and stock. Overall well used condition serial # 91137 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Shanghai 61 Non-Restricted rifle Shanghai model 61 .177 cal single shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 15 1/4" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with sling
rings attached, missing screw on left side of stock. Nicks and scratches to wood and metal. FPS 850. serial # 7901
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 30-30 cal tube fed. lever action w/ bbl
length 20" Satin blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Gloss finish receiver, metal butt plate,
smooth stock with moisture damage. In well used condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial #
3194990 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 840 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840 12ga 2 3/4"-3" single shot hinge
break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver, single bead front sight, barrel has surface rust from poor storage,
smooth finish stock and forend. Hard Winchester Repeating Arms butt plate. Other than storage damage, firearms
appears to have had little use. Minor nicks and scratches to wood and metal. serial # 003845 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger M77 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model M77 30-06 SPRGcal. mag fed 5 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and action, no fixed sights. Fitted with Micro-Trac 2.5-7 scope. Hardwood stock with
checkered semi pistol grip and foregrip. Ruger recoil pad, hand made leather sling. Shows used by not abused with
rubs marks in handling areas and use and storage nicks and scratches. serial # 7564535 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens Visible Loader Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Visible Loader .22S. L..LR cal. tube
fed pump action w/ bbl length 22" True barn find with overall rusty appearance, cracked and taped stock, action
not seized. serial # NilPAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BSA Martini Non-Restricted rifle BSA model Martini .220 LR. cal. (.22 LR) single shot falling
block w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver, micro adjustable flip up Tang sight. Surface rust and pitting on all
metal parts, smooth stock and forend. Hard BSA marked butt plate. Top of barrel marked with BSA logoing and
made by The Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd. England. Cartridge 220 Long Rifle. Assorted proof marks. Action feels
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smooth, age appropriate marks on wood and metal. serial # 12039 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belgian Side X Side Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown Belgian model Side X Side
12ga. two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown with pitting and surface
rust. Engraved receiver and locks, external hammers, one trigger is broken, crudely affixed recoil pad, checkered
semi pistol grip and forend. Well used condition, relegated to wall hanger. serial # 23295 PAL required
Selection of vintage ammo. including two full Selection of vintage ammo. including two full boxes of Dominion 3030, 23 round of Imperial 410ga., partial box of Whiz-Bang 22 LR plus a full box of Federal Classic .22 LR
Non-Restricted rifle Beeman 1049 Non-Restricted rifle Beeman model 1049 .22 cal single shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 19" 480 FPS air rifle with blued barrel and action. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights with fiber optic
inserts. Dark finished smooth stock with cheek riser and recoil pad. Minor handling and use marks on wood and
metal. serial # 01219690 No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle/shotgun Savage 240 series P Non-Restricted rifle/shotgun Savage model 240 series P .22 cal.
410ga 2 1/2-3" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrels and case hardened action. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth finish stock and forend with hard plastic butt plate. Action seems tight but show
signs of significant use with marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # C760562 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 1867 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 1867 38-55 cal. single shot rolling block
w/ bbl length 28 1/2" New octagonal blued barrel with fixed front and adjustable rear sights, appears to be reblued
action and refinished smooth walnut furniture. Minor handling marks serial # 24608 (?) PAL required
Antique percussion rifle A. Waters 1825 musket Antique percussion rifle A. Waters model 1825 musket .69 cal
muzzle load single shot w/ bbl length 42" Three band with original finish, well marked musket, left side saying
Millbury 1825 and below the nipple is U.S. A.Waters, albeit surface rusted, script cartouche in wood on left side,
includes ram rod, overall surface rust and age appropriate scarring on wood No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No.4 Mk I Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No.4 Mk I .303 Brit mag fed. 10
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sights. Replaced stock with cheek
rest and checkering, recoil pad. Action feel smooth overall in well used condition with nicks and scratches to wood
and metal. Includes one detachable mag. serial # 38762A PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Avsett Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model Avsett .22 LR single shot bolt action w/
bbl length 25" Blued heavy barrel with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Receiver has been drilled to
accept included homemade scope mount. Fitted with sling mounts. One piece oak stock with checkered semi pistol
grip and foregrip. Overall well used condition and age appropriate nicks and scratches. serial # 20349 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 1916 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1916 7.62 (.308) cal. mag fed 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 21 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights, cleaning rod included.
Polished metal butt plate, matching bolt marked 1219. Receiver marked 1219 and 27963. Smooth stock. Mag door
marked 4834. Action feels smooth. In age appropriate marks and scratches to wood and metal. serial # L1219 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 300 Win mag. mag fed 3 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 26" Parkerzed style finish, no fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver rings and BSA 3-9 X 50 scope.
Synthetic stock with Remington recoil pad, tooled leather sling. Does not appear to be over used but does have
storage and handling marks on exterior. Includes 3 round detachable magazine. serial # D6646972 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Norinco JW15A Non-Restricted rifle Norinco model JW15A .22 LR cal. mag fed 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 13" Parkerized style finish on barrel and action. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear
sights, also fitted with Sun Optics 2-7 X 32 A0 scope. Synthetic one piece stock fitted with simulated checkered
pistol grip and fore grip. Storage handling and use marks on wood and metal and includes one 5 shot detachable
magazine serial # 087223608396 PAL required
Air pistol CZ Tex 086 Air pistol CZ model Tex 086 .177 cal single hinge break Blued barrel and receiver. Elevation
adjustable front and windage adjustable rear sights. Plastic grips with logo and checkering. Includes original box.
serial # 128624 No PAL required
Non-Restricted Air pistol Slavia ZVP Non-Restricted Air pistol Slavia model ZVP .177 cal single w/ bbl length 7 1/2"
Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. 600 fps. serial #
46917 PAL required
Restricted handgun Lahti Husqvarna M40 Restricted handgun Lahti Husqvarna model M40 9mm Luger mag fed. 8
shots semi automatic w/ bbl length 120mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights. Includes one 8 shot magazine.
Surface rust on left side only. Diamond checkered plastic grips with logo. Other than storage rust, only minor
handling marks, appears to have light use serial # D12803 certificate # 4906699 FRT # 20489 PAL required
Restricted handgun Valmet Lahti L-35 Restricted handgun Valmet Lahti model L-35 9mm Luger mag fed. 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 120 Blued finish, plastic checkered grips with VKT emblem. Matching numbers on upper
and lower, fixed front and rear sights. Minor handling marks serial # 7896 certificate # 4906698 FRT # 55236-2 PAL
required
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Restricted handgun Walther P38 Restricted handgun Walther model P38 9mm Luger mag fed. 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blue finish, fixed front and rear sights. Date code AC 42 (1942). Proof marks on
right side. Nazi mark above left side of trigger. Matching number magazine (note inner insert on base of mag is
missing). Bakelite grips, light wear and marks in handling and storage areas. Appears to have had light use. serial #
3409B certificate # 4906696 FRT # 23288-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Mitchell Arms American Eagle Restricted handgun Mitchell Arms model American Eagle 9mm
Luger mag fed. 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 150 mm Stainless slide and frame, reproduction of the classic
luger P08, checkered wooden grips. Comes with one 8 shot magazine. American Eagle and 1992 engraving on top.
Appears to have had very little use with minor handling marks serial # 4802PAL required
Restricted handgun Nambu Type 14 Restricted handgun Nambu model Type 14 8mm mag fed. 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 114mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights. White highlighted Japanese markings
including Nagoya Arsenal marks and first series marks on right side, wooden grips. Includes one non-matching
number magazine. Noticeable rub marks from safety lever, otherwise only minor handling and storage marks serial
# 74543 certificate # 4906692 FRT # 24330-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Woodsman Match Target Restricted handgun Colt model Woodsman Match Target 22 LR
mag fed. 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish, checkered wooden grips, fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Comes with one ten shot mag. Appears to have had very little use. Minor handling marks serial #
167692S certificate # 4906703 FRT # 17454-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Walther P1 Restricted handgun Walther model P1 9mm mag fed. 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 127mm Blued style finish with alloy frame, plastic grips, checkered grips and back strap includes two eight
round magazines. Appears to have very little use, minor marks throughout, possible unissued surplus serial #
345235certificate # 4906697 FRT # 23492-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Walther (Spreewerk) P38 Restricted handgun Walther (Spreewerk) model P38 9mm Luger mag
fed. 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 125mm Blued type finish, rubbed finish in sliding areas. Two piece plastic
grips, fixed front and rear sights. Includes one magazine. Left side of upper stamped CYQ, proof marks on right side,
assorted knicks and marks on grips and metal. serial # 1521Hcertificate # 4906693 FRT # 23310-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Luger (DWM) P08 Restricted handgun Luger (DWM) model P08 9mm Luger mag fed. 8 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 110mm Blued finish, rebarrelled to restricted length, fixed front and rear sights. Top
stamped 1915 and DWM cartouche Inspection stamp crowns appear to be HSS- see right side. Surface rust on left
side at high points, likely from poor storage. Matching serial numbers found in several areas excluding magazine.
Checkered wooden grips, assorted knicks and scratches, appears to have been lightly used serial # 1998G certificate
# 4906687 FRT # 23656-19 PAL required
Restricted handgun Luger P08 (S/42) Restricted handgun Luger model P08 (S/42) 9mm mag fed. 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 110mm Blued finish, rebarreled to restricted length, top stamped 1936 S-42, matching
numbers on upper. lower, slide and magazine and exactor and other places. Stamped GESICHER under safety.
Appears to have had gentle use, minor handling marks throughout serial # 9256certificate # 4906690FRT # 2935616 PAL required
Restricted handgun Luger (BYF) P08 Restricted handgun Luger (BYF) model P08 9mm Luger mag fed. 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 110mm Blued finish, rebarreled to restricted length. Top stamped 41 (byf) Mauser.
Matching numbers noted in several areas including magazine. Nazi markings on right side. Appears to have had
little use, minor handling and storage marks. serial # 3734Ycertificate # 4906688 FRT # 23599-9 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
.22 R 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 203mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. High
Standard logo plastic checkered grips. Fitted with removable compensator and two removable and adjustable
barrel weights. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks overall including weight set screw marks
under barrel. serial # 1435647 certificate # 19345693 FRT # 20023-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Olympic Restricted handgun High Standard model Olympic .22 Short 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered target grips.
Compensator. Adjustable barrel weight. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Rust around trigger guard and other areas
of frame and rear sight. Shows signs of poor storage. Other use and handling marks. serial # 1805413 certificate #
18715794 FRT # 19997-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 41 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model 41 .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden target
grips. Includes one 10 round magazine. Minor use and handling marks. serial # TBY 1143 certificate # 17323084 FRT
# 21878-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard The Victor Restricted handgun High Standard model The Victor .22 LR 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Removable barrel weight.
Custom checkered wooden target grips. Included one 10 shot magazine. Gold toned highlights mag release, trigger
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and slide release. Minor use and handling marks throughout. serial # ML 58344 certificate # 18062338 FRT #
145265-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic S-101 Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic S-101
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 114mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Plastic
checkered target grips. Removable barrel weight. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Minor use and handling marks.
serial # 673420 certificate # 18755331 FRT # 31921-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic S-101 Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic S-101
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 171mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Integral
compensator. Checkered plastic target grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks throughout.
Includes original box and documentation. serial # 480686 certificate # 18487296FRT # 31921-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Removable
barrel weight. Gold highlighted lettering. Highly customized hardwood target grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine.
Use and handling marks. serial # ML13598 certificate # 18187033 FRT # 20023-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Enfield No.2 MK 1 Restricted handgun Enfield model No.2 MK 1 .38 S&W 6 shot hinge break
double action w/ bbl length 127mm Factory black finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Grooved wooden grips.
Matching numbers noted on barrel, frame and cylinder. Assorted proof marks. Right side marking "Enfield No.2
Mk1, 1941". Missing lanyard loop. Action and auto eject functioning smoothly. Visible cylinder ring and other
handling and use marks throughout. serial # N4693 certificate # 4811974 FRT # 18888-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Kimber Stainless Targert II Restricted handgun Kimber model Stainless Targert II 9mm 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Stainless steel slide and receiver with blued finish fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Soft touch checkered polymer grips. Checkered main spring housing. No mag included. Appears to have
had very little use with only minor handling, use and storage marks. Original box and documentation. serial #
KF14434 certificate # 14430761 FRT # 119646-4 PAL required
Restricted handgun Star MB Restricted handgun Star model MB 9mm Luger 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
127mm Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Wooden checkered grips. Checkered back strap designed to
accommodate shoulder stock. Includes one 8 shot magazine. Minor handling, use and storage marks. Note:
Currently registered incorrectly, expect delays in transfer. serial # 651733 certificate # 4811964 FRT # 22314-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Sig Sauer P220 Elite Restricted handgun Sig Sauer model P220 Elite 10mm 8 semi automatic w/
bbl length 127mm Custom snake skin finish on slide and receiver, fiber optic front and rear adjustable sights,
textured Sig Sauer logo grips, includes two eight round magazines in original case with manual, appears to have
light use, minor handling marks serial # B7B049147 certificate # 18802186 FRT # 126731-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 9 9mm 10 semi
automatic w/ bbl length 108mm Parkerized style finish, fixed front and rear three dot sights, full range kit, with
three interchangeable back straps, three 10 shot magazines, double mag pouch, loading aid, holster and fitted hard
case, appears to have had very little use, with minor handling marks. serial # Hsj3373 certificate # 18068657 FRT #
127242-1 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CIL Anschutz 470 Non-Restricted rifle CIL Anschutz model 470 .22 LR mag fed 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 3X-7X
Custom .22 scope. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip. Plastic stock. Sling rings. Includes one 10 shot
magazine. Use and handling marks to wood and metal. serial # 021532 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield 1917 SHT. LE III* Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model 1917 SHT. LE III* .303 Brit 10 shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/4" Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth sporterized stock.
Brass butt plate. Includes one magazine. Leather sling. Stamped with George Rex and crown. Nicks and repairs to
wood and storage and use marks overall. serial # K20080 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 6A Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 6A .22 S, L & LR tube fed bolt/semi automatic w/
bbl length 24" Blued finish turned brown gray. Manual operation for use of short and long ammunition and semi
automatic when using long rifle ammunition. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock with plastic butt plate. No. 62 in applied decals on each side. Marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial #
NilPAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 72 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 72 .22 S, L & LR tube fed bolt action w/
bbl length 25 1/2" Blued finish. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Mossberg No. M4D 4X
scope. Smooth wooden stock. Plastic butt plate. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # Nil
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Russian Made Non-Restricted shotgun Russian Made 20 gauge single shot hinge break w/
bbl length 27" Blued finish. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and fore end. Extensive
wear to finish of wood in handling areas and surface rust on barrel. Overall storage and use marks to wood and
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metal. serial # BT00818 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62 X 39 mag fed 5 shot semi automatic w/
bbl length 20 1/2" Blued style finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Folding bayonet lug intact. Bayonet
missing. Smooth wooden stock. Metal butt plate. Matching numbers on bolt, stock and trigger guard, not
magazine. Slight storage rust on bolt and overall storage and handling marks to wood and metal. serial # 131 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield SHT. LE III* Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model SHT. LE III* .303 Brit 10 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 25" Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with a B-square scope mount, and
Redfield 4X scope. Smooth wooden sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Stock has had assorted repairs. Fitted
non-type sling. Includes one 10 shot magazine. In well used condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal.
serial # 7702 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62 X 39 mag fed 5 shot semi automatic w/
bbl length 20 1/2" Blued style finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Folding bayonet. Smooth wooden stock.
Matching numbers on bolt and stock, not magazine. Some storage rust on bolt and other marks to wood and metal.
serial # 1852 PAL required
Four full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X Four full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X 25-250 Rem. 55Gr
ammunition
Seven full 20 count boxes 30-30 Win. ammunition Seven full 20 count boxes 30-30 Win. ammunition including three
boxes of Winchester Super X 170Gr, two boxes of Winchester Super X 150Gr, one Federal 150gr, and one Federal
170gr.
Six full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X 284 Six full 20 count boxes of Winchester Super X 284 Win. 150Gr.
Five full boxes of .270 Win. including Four 20 Five full boxes of .270 Win. including Four 20 Count including PMC
150gr, Federal Classic 150Gr, Federal Premium 150Gr, Winchester Super X 130Gr, And a 24 count box of Federal
Classic 130 Gr.
Three full 50 count boxes of Winchester 25 auto Three full 50 count boxes of Winchester 25 auto and one 50 count
Winchester Super X 41 Mag ammunition
Five full 20 count boxes of 30-06 including two Five full 20 count boxes of 30-06 including two federal Classic one
150gr and one 180gr, Federal Powershok 220Gr, Imperial 110Gr, and Winchester super X 180Gr.
Approximitly 2000 .22LR Including two full brick Approximitly 2000 .22LR Including two full brick of Remington
Cyclone, one full brick CCI Standard, assorted other full and partial boxes
Foam lined aluminum pistol case plus Bushnell Foam lined aluminum pistol case plus Bushnell scope and five 10/22
banana mags. pinned to 10 rounds and a Butler Creek 10/22 magazine loading aid.
Three hard rifle cases, two black and one green Three hard rifle cases, two black and one green and a camouflage
soft case. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Non-Restricted shotgun Laser Arms Co. XT1 Non-Restricted shotgun Laser Arms Co. model XT1 12 ga. 3" single
hinge break w/ bbl length 20" Parkerized style finish to ribbed barrel and receiver. Single bead sight, polymer stock
with checkered pistol and fore grip. Laser etched decoration on receiver including pheasants in flight. Survival style
fold in half design. Appears unfired, minor handling marks. Includes original box and manual plus additional front
sights and chokes serial # 19CA SB0110 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning PT-99 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model PT-99 12 ga. 2 3/4" single hinge
break w/ bbl length 34" Blued finish on ribbed barrel and receiver. Double bead sight. Wooden stock with
adjustable cheek riser. Customized recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip and fore-end. Threaded for chokes. Includes 3
chokes, some documentation and a soft case. Marks to wood and metal. serial # 03215MT171 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger American Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American .22 LR mag fed 10 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 22" Blued finish barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Set up for scope mounting.
Synthetic stock with textured pistol and fore grip. Includes second stock end. Original box, lock and 10 shot
detachable magazine. Appears to have had very little use with minor handling marks. serial # 83388504PAL
required
Hard rifle case, soft rifle case and a selection Hard rifle case, soft rifle case and a selection of bagged vintage 10
gauge and 12 gauge shotgun shells, a Remington 12 ga. box filled with miscellaneous ammunition. Full 25 count box
of Winchester 3" BB shot. plus a possibly unused 3-9X32 AO Mil-Dot scope with packaging and scope covers,
sunshade and manual
British artillery Volunteers Officers sword circa British artillery Volunteers Officers sword circa 19th century with
decorative blade. Unpolished surface rust to blade and hilt.
Large two wheel handmade cannon, shots Large two wheel handmade cannon, shots approximately 3" diameter
balls. Fitted with storage containers, includes ram rod, purportedly works, use with caution. Not available for
shipping. Local bidders only
Two small handmade cannons, designed to shoot golf Two small handmade cannons, designed to shoot golf balls.
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Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Small handmade two wheeled cannon, designed to Small handmade two wheeled cannon, designed to shoot golf
balls. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Two small handmade cannons and a shop made terrier Two small handmade cannons and a shop made terrier
piggy bank
Selection of Browning brand and logoed items Selection of Browning brand and logoed items including size 2XL
men's brown adn green shirt, size 2XL puffy black vest, camouflage hat, satchel with internal and external storage
areas, two ammo wallets, soft rifle case and a Mammoth folding chair with storage/carry bag.
Two Saddle Country, XL sized English made hunting Two Saddle Country, XL sized English made hunting jackets
and a camo hunting vest, a toque and an orange hat, all appear to be new product
Tipton Best Gun Vise, MTM Case-Gard folding Tipton Best Gun Vise, MTM Case-Gard folding shooting table and a
Caldwell Deadshot Fieldpod adjustable shooting rest, Past recoil pad and a selection of targets.
Two soft rifle cases and two hard plastic rifle Two soft rifle cases and two hard plastic rifle cases.
Remington brand gun cleaning kit in aluminum case, Remington brand gun cleaning kit in aluminum case, in near
new condition and Browning hearing protection, gun socks, cleaning chemicals and patches, two rifle in camo
pouches etc.
Selection of shooting gear including Bog Pod Selection of shooting gear including Bog Pod tri-pod with carry bag,
Browning tinted safety glasses in leather pouch, Leica Rangemaster 1000 in original packaging with carry pouch. A
Caldwell 125 Lumens flashlight, and a Browning fold saw with scabbard, all in as new condition.
Four knives including a custom made daggar in Four knives including a custom made daggar in leather sheath made
by RN Calgary, a skining knife in RN Calgary leather sheath plus a Bridge brand promotional folding knife with
leather case and an unmarked purportedly Laguiole folding knife in leather case marked JOD
Two knives including Buck USA Skinner Model 408 Two knives including Buck USA Skinner Model 408 made from
BOSS30V stainless steel in leather sheath and a Buck USA Model 193 (with gut hook) made from BOS154CM
stainless steel in leather sheath.
Selection of firearms accessories including Selection of firearms accessories including hearing protection, cleaning
solvents, oil, cleaning patches, choke tub pouch, sling rings, rods, two hunting sticks, cleaning pad etc.
British sword bayonet "YATAGHAN" with Victorian British sword bayonet "YATAGHAN" with Victorian Regina crown
and marked with arrow over WD and a crown of E and marked 27, 58cm blade.
Three bayonets including RIA M1 Granad USN M1 Three bayonets including RIA M1 Granad USN M1 scabbard with
16" blade, Mauser bayonet ser#73777 and 1896 Bayonet with conical stud.
Two bayonets with scabbards including 1/16 and Two bayonets with scabbards including 1/16 and 3/4" marked
XOA, MA, 1907 and a Chinese made M1 garand marked 60-6, KS (missing lock release) and three unknown
scabbards.
Four assorted soft rifle cases. Not available for Four assorted soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Local
bidders only
Four soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Four soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Non-Restricted rifle Savage Model III Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Model III 7mm Rem mag. 3 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 24 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, fitted with Simmons 7.9X40 8-Point scope. One
piece polymer stock with checkered pistol and fore grip, recoil pad. Includes one detachable box mag. and slings.
Well used hunter piece with marks and barrel. serial # F977355PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 98 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 98 7.62 cal. Mag fed 3 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 24" Blued barrel and action turned brown gray. Fixed front sight, rear adjustable sight missing. Fitted with
Sportview 3X-9X, 40 scope. One piece wooden stock with cheek riser, recoil pad, checkered semi pistol grip and
fore grip. Includes leather sling. Stock and action/barrel appear to be not factory fitted. In well used condition,
marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial # 6795 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Vapenfabriks A.B. Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Vapenfabriks model A.B. 8mm 3
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 1/2" Blued barrel and action. Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Tasco 2.5X32
scope. Wooden stock has crack directly behind action, fitted with sling mounts. Well used condition with nicks and
marks on wood and metal. serial # 85343 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Firearms Co. Ltd. Alpine Non-Restricted rifle Firearms Co. Ltd. Alpine 7mm mag fed. 3 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 23 1/2" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Buckhorn
4X32 scope. One piece wooden stock with cheek riser, checkered pistol and fore grips, recoil pad and sling mounts.
Assorted proof marks on receiver and barrel. Surface rust on much of the blued finish. Well used condition with
marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial # 820 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 840 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 840 20 ga. cal. single shot hinge break w/
bbl length 30" Blued finish with much of it worn off and turning brown. Single bead sight. Wooden stock with lightly
textured pistol grip and fore grip. In well used condition with marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # 13113
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Non-Restricted shotgun Eastons Side X Side Non-Restricted shotgun Eastons model Side X Side 410 ga. 3" 2 shot
hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrels and case hardened receiver. Single bead sight, exposed hammers,
assorted proof marks on release lever and the left side of barrel marked made in Belgium. Straight wooden stock
with checkered pistol grip, minor marks on wood and barrels including a small amount of surface rust. serial # 4707
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 71 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 71 .225 Win cal. bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued
barrel and action. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Tasco 3X-9X32 scope. Smooth wooden one
piece stock with attached sling mounts and plastic butt plate. Marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial # 7031
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 190 Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 190 16 ga. 2 3/4" mag fed. bolt
action w/ bbl length 26" Worn blued finish turning brown. Single bead sight, adjustable choke, smooth wooden
stock with plastic finger grooves as part of trigger guard plus plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable box
magazine. Marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 1899 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1899 .303 Savage cal. 5 shot lever action w/ bbl
length 26" Blued barrel and action turning gray brown with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Rear of
receiver threaded for addition rear sight. Wooden stock has pieces missing at top front, cracks at rear and other
markings. In overall well used condition. serial # 163876 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Detective Special Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Detective Special .38 Special 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 76mm Factory nickel finished with fixed sights, checkered Colt grips. In
exceptionally good condition. Includes original Colt cardboard box, Colt bag, Colt documentation including
warrantee card etc. serial # B 39695certificate # 4995363 FRT # 23837-3 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1908 Hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1908 Hammerless .25 Automatic mag
fed 6 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish, original Colt grips. Minor handling and storage marks.
Overall exceptionally good condition. Includes original box, Colt documentation including fold out brochure,
original pocket pouch and cleaning brush. serial # 38384certificate # 4995365 FRT # 23917-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Police Positive Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police Positive .38 Special 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Factory nickel finish with checkered Colt grips. In exceptionally good
condition. Includes Colt cardboard box, plastic bag and documentation. serial # B 32039certificate # 4995362 FRT #
45223-49 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt New Police Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model New Police .32 cal 6 shot double action
revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish, original checkered Colt grips. Made in 1907 first year of production.
Mostly bluing intact with minor wear and handling marks. serial # 53654 certificate # 4995366 FRT # 36762-5 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Police Positive Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police Positive .32 cal 6 shot double
action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish, Colt checkered grips. Made in 1939. Most bluing intact with
minor wear and use marks. serial # 384020certificate # 4995364 FRT # 45223-20 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1903 Pocket Hammerless .32
Auto mag fed 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Colt checkered grips. Includes one Colt brand
magazine. Most bluing intact with minor use and handling marks. serial # 433822 certificate # 4995360 FRT #
17503-3 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Dectective Special Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Dectective Special .38 Special 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish. Fixed sight. Checkered Colt logo wooden grips. Visible
cylinder ring with other use and handling marks. serial # 625924 certificate # 4811956 FRT # 23837-8 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 624 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 624 .44 Special 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 76mm Stainless finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. S&W logo
wooden grips with finger groove. Includes Uncle Mike's Sidekick paddle holster and original box. Use and handling
marks. serial # ALW2539 certificate # 6482503 FRT # 22131-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 29-3 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model 29-3 .44 Magnum 6 shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 76mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. S&W logo wooden
grips with finger grooves. Includes S&W leather paddle holster and original box. Use and handling marks. serial #
ALV5168 certificate # 6482502 FRT # 22143-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Star CO Prohib 12-6 handgun Star model CO 6.35mm 6 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
60mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Star logo checkered grips. Minor handling marks. Includes on magazine and leather
holster. Note- Currently registered in the old system, possible delays in transfer. serial # CO433884 certificate # L100801 FRT # 24496-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-1 handgun Liberator Liberator FP-45 Prohib 12-1 handgun Liberator model Liberator FP-45 45 auto single
w/ bbl length 100mm Natural finish stamped steel, single shot defensive arm, curde fixed sights, age appropiate
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required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger 77/22 Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model 77/22 .22 Hornet mag fed 10 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 20" Blue barrel and action with no iron sights, includes scope ring, walnut stock with checkered semipistol and fore grip, appears to have had gentle use, minor blemishes to wood and metal serial # 72084478 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Rossi 92 Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model 92 .45 Colt tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 20"
Blued barrel, case hardened action, two piece smooth walnut stock, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, generally
appears to have had gentle use, mild markings to wood and metal serial # AM 196875 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester Commerative Bat Ma Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Commerative Bat
Masterson 30-30 Win tube fed lever action w/ bbl length 20" As new boxed condition model 94, engraved scenes
on left and right receiver, Bat Masterson medallion on right side of stock. Minor handling marks, includes original
packaging serial # BM 4438 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 Commemorative Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 Commemorative 3030 Win lever action w/ bbl length 20" Well Fargo & Co. Commemorative, as new in box with engraved receiver,
Wells Fargo in right side of butt stock. Minor handling marks, includes original packaging serial # WFC 12236 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 2200 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 2200 12 ga. 3" tube fed pump
action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and black anodized receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth stock with plastic butt
plate. Checkered pump. Some pitting on barrel and overall marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # L1111667
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Boito Non-Restricted shotgun Boito 410 ga. 3" single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28"
Blued barrel and receiver, single bead sight. Made in Brazil stamped in base of receiver. Smooth finished stock and
forend. Surface rust and worn blue on barrel. Nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial # 551864 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 1904 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1904 .22 S, L & L.R cal. single shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 18" Originally blued finish, appears to have been rusted and rust buffed off. Smooth wooden stock,
formed steel trigger guard. Crack in stock, In well used condition, marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial #
96011 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 22 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 22 .22 S, L & LR cal. pump action w/ bbl
length 22" Blued finish turning brown, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Much of the bluing worn and some
buffed. Smooth wooden stock with non-matching plastic butt plate. Well used condition, marks on wood and
metal. serial # 273265 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield custom Non-Restricted rifle Enfield custom .303 Brit mag fed. bolt action w/ bbl length
21 1/2" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and partial rear adjustable rear sight. Fitted with 4X40 optic. Assorted
proof marks on bolt etc. Wooden stock with cheek riser, checkered pistol and fore grip. Leather sling. Note no mag.
included and in well used condtion with marks and nicks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 915YS Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 915YS .22 S, L & LR single shot bolt action w/
bbl length 16" Stainless barrel and receiver with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights with fiberoptic
inserts. Fitted with Bushnell 3.9X32 silver finish scope. Smooth stock with plastic butt plate, appears to have very
little use with minor handling marks only.serial # 93689342 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Traditions Vortek Non-Restricted rifle Traditions model Vortek .50 cal single shot hinge break
w/ bbl length 28" Satin stainless barrel and receiver, no fixed sights. Fitted with Tasco 3.9 scope. Two piece
synthetic furniture with recoil pad and grip inserts. Includes ram rod and selection of accessories including
replacement breach plugs, manual etc. Appears to have had gentle use with slight handling and storage marks.
serial # 141304255511 PAL required
Antique rifle Enfield Martini-Henry 1878 MK II Antique rifle Enfield model Martini-Henry 1878 MK II .577/.450 cal.
single shot falling block w/ bbl length 32 1/2" Blued finish turning gray brown, fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Ram rod included. Assorted proof marks on barrel and action. Right side of action stamped with Victoria cypher,
Enfield 1878 II. Stamped on barrel on left side of rear sight. "NSNEP". Hand scribed Tibetan script on bottom of
trigger guard. Includes non matching sling on bayonet. Small bits of wood missing, age appropriate condition with
scratched and nicks to wood and metal. serial # NilPAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun CIL 710 Non-Restricted shotgun CIL model 710 12 ga. 2 3/4" 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 30" Blued style barrel and action. Single bead sight. Left side of receiver marked CIL Canadian Industries Ltd.
top of barrel marked Made in USA. Wood stock with checkered pistol grip, plastic butt plate. In used condition with
nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial # NIl PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca 37 Featherlight Non-Restricted shotgun Ithaca model 37 Featherlight 16 ga. 2 3/4"
tube fed pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Factory engraved
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Hunter scenes on both sides of receiver. Wooden stock with checkered pistol grip and plastic butt plate. Blued
finish worn in natural use and storage areas with some pitting. General overall marks and nicks to wood and metal.
serial # 4924474 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R Arms 48 Topper Non-Restricted shotgun H&R Arms model 48 Topper 12 ga. single
shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood smooth finished stock.
Recoil pad has turned quite hard. Forend held in place with electrical tape and hinge joint quite loose. Marks and
nicks to wood and metal. serial # CB7271 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 64 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64 .22 LR mag fed 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 20" Blued barrel and action turning gray brown. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sight. Smooth
finished stock with plastic butt plate. Crude fitting replacement plate around mag. well. Includes one 10 round
magazine. Blued finish worn and nicks and scratches to wood and metal. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 750 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 750 .22 S. L & LR single shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 22" Blued finish. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol
and fore grip. Fitted with sling mounts. Winchester Repeating Arms plastic butt plate. Worn bluing and some
surface rust. Marks and nicks to wood and metal. serial # CT048419 PAL required
Selection of firearms miscellaneous including Selection of firearms miscellaneous including three barrels .22 cal and
unknown. Two stocks from unknown rifles, trigger locks with keys, Caldwell brass catcher, Enfield magazine missing
internals and scope bases etc.
Collector/decor sword with scabbard, note Collector/decor sword with scabbard, note sharpened.
Five assorted firearms scopes including four Five assorted firearms scopes including four Bushell one appears new
in package Bushnell Sportsman 3-9x32mm, plus a Tasco
Six soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Six soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Four soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Four soft rifle cases. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Six full boxes of ammunition including three 50 Six full boxes of ammunition including three 50 count boxes of
Winchester Ranger .45 ACP, Winchester white box of Winchester .45 ACP, and two 20 count boxes of Hornady .45
ACP.
Selection of 9 mm ammunition including full boxes Selection of 9 mm ammunition including full boxes of three 50
count PMC 124 grain, one 25 count box of Remington 147 grain, 250 rounds in green containers ( consignors
indicates are factory Federal Premium 147 grain) and a 20 count box of Corbon 115 grain
Selection of .357 Sig ammunition including five Selection of .357 Sig ammunition including five full 50 count boxes
of Winchester 125 grain, full 50 count box of Fiocchi 124 grain and a plastic bag with approximately 50 assorted
rounds.
Selection of ammunition including full boxes of 20 Selection of ammunition including full boxes of 20 count
Hornady 400 grain 416 Rem, 20 count Remington 400 grain 416 Rem Mag., two 50 count boxes of Hornady 17 Win
Super Mag., 20 count box of Remington .17 Remington, 20 count box of Federal Premium 9.3 X 62 Mauser. plus
two partial boxes of .17 Rem.
Selection of ammunition including full 50 count Selection of ammunition including full 50 count box of HMS 305
grain .44 Magnum, full 50 count box of Winchester Cowboy Action 44-40 cal., two full 50 count boxes of
Winchester 32-20, full 20 count box of Winchester .44 S&W Special cal., full 50 count box of Winchester .22 Hornet
plus a selection of empty brass.
Selection of ammunition including two full 50 Selection of ammunition including two full 50 count boxes of
Winchester .218BEE, 19 round of American Eagle .224 Valkyrie, 25 rounds in green plastic box of 25-20 (consignor
indicates are NOT reloads), and a red plastic container with 20 rounds of .300 Jarrett (likely are reloads).
Selection of 7mm STW ammunition including two full Selection of 7mm STW ammunition including two full 20
round boxes of Nosler 160 grain, full 20 count box plus half box of Winchester 160 grain, one and half boxes of
Federal Premium 160 grain plus five rounds of 7mm Dakota.
Large selection 16 gauge shotgun ammunition Large selection 16 gauge shotgun ammunition including seven full
25 count boxes 2 3/4" 1200 fps 1 oz. No. 6 Remington, two full 25 count boxes of Imperial 2 3/4", two 5 count
Remington 2 3/4" slugs and the equivalent of two boxes of miscellaneous.
Selection of firearms miscellaneous including RCBS Selection of firearms miscellaneous including RCBS 7mm dies,
Ruger box, three Smith & Wesson M&P .40 S&W magazines, two leather holsters, reloading manual and a possibly
unused camo finish Bushnell Trophy XLT 1.5-40X32 scope.
Selection of firearms accessories including Selection of firearms accessories including slings, Bushnell Spacemaster
II spotting scope, two soft rifle cases ETC.
Assorted firearms related items including a moose Assorted firearms related items including a moose call, blueing
kit, cleaning suplies, scope covers, enfield stock Etc.
Selection of assorted 20 & 28 Ga ammo Selection of assorted 20 & 28 Ga ammo approximately 128 count 28 Ga
and 190 20Ga including 15 slugs
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Approximately 120 assorted 410 Ga ammunition Approximately 120 assorted 410 Ga ammunition
Approximately 150 rounds assorted 12 Ga including Approximately 150 rounds assorted 12 Ga including buckshot,
slugs, and target.
Approximately 250 assorted 12 Ga ammunition Approximately 250 assorted 12 Ga ammunition
Six full 20 count boxes of assorted ammunition Six full 20 count boxes of assorted ammunition including Remington
.458 Win Mag, Federal .303 Brit., Imperial 303 Savage, Fusion 338 Win Mag, Federal 338 Win Mag appears could be
reloads, and plastic container of 458 win mag reloads.
Three shotgun actions and stocks including Three shotgun actions and stocks including Mossberg 935, Mossberg
M590A1, and one unidentified, plus one synthetic stock for a M14.
Full Crate 1120 count 7.62x39 marked 7.62x43 Full Crate 1120 count 7.62x39 marked 7.62x43
Single door, double lock Canadian made gun safe. Single door, double lock Canadian made gun safe. Not available
for shipping. Local bidders only
A Tasco 20 40X60 spotting scope with tri-pod, soft A Tasco 20 40X60 spotting scope with tri-pod, soft and hard
case. Hoppe's shooting rest and a possibly unused shooting mat.
Selection of loading gear including manuals, box Selection of loading gear including manuals, box of Hodgson
Varget powder 7 lbs. Hodgson Lever Revolutions 4 lbs. , 1 lbs. container half full of Hodgson Varget. Plastic ammo.
case with thirty nine .308 brass. Redding .308 Winchester dies. Lee .300 Savage dies. Cleaning patches, partial box
of 175 grain .30 cal bullets. Almost empty box of 165 grain .30 cal bullets. Forster Products case trimmer. RCBS
single station press. RCBS powder scale, powder dump, and a selection of miscellaneous.
Appears full box of Federal large rifle primers, Appears full box of Federal large rifle primers, No.210, 1000 rounds.
A Bonanza Co-Ax primer press.
Boxed Brownells Magna-Tip torque handle with hex Boxed Brownells Magna-Tip torque handle with hex adapter
plus a boxed Sinclair scope installation kit including lapping, alignment tools etc.
Selection of miscellaneous firearms items Selection of miscellaneous firearms items including Brownells Scoplevel,
folding knife, scope ring, Accu-point targets, Bushnell banner scope, Wraith knife with scabbard, Gerber MK II knife
with scabbard etc.
Pelican case No. 1400 containing full 20 round box Pelican case No. 1400 containing full 20 round box of Federal
.308 Win ammunition and full 20 round count Fusion .308 cal ammunition, two full 20 round Remington .308 cal
ammunition boxes, one is 150 grain and one is 180 grain. Selection of .22 cal pellets. Two five count Winchester 12
ga. 00 Buck, one five count Winchester 12 ga. one ounce slugs and a selection of misboxed .22 LR.
Tumbler's tumbler model B rock tumbler and a guide Tumbler's tumbler model B rock tumbler and a guide for
polishing rocks.
Lyman Rotating gun vise rest, a Smith & Wesson No. Lyman Rotating gun vise rest, a Smith & Wesson No. SW1012
screwdriver set, a Center Point laser with six gauge sizes plus a small selection of accessories.
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson M&P Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P .357 Sig cal mag fed 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 108mm Parkerized style upper and synthetic receiver, fixed front and rear sights,
includes three backstrap inserts and two 10 shot mags. Appears to have had light use, minor marks on finish serial #
DUK2324 certificate # 18795549 FRT # 127243-1 y
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson M&P Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model M&P 9mm Luger mag fed 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 108mm Parkerized style finished upper and synthetic receiver, fixed front and
rear sights, holstering marks on slide. Includes backstrap inserts and two 10 shot mags. Minor other marks on finish
serial # MPJ1296 certificate # 19186657 FRT # 127242-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Star FR Restricted handgun Star model FR .22 LR mag fed. 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
108mm Blued finish, faded on back strap and other handling areas. Fixed front and rear sights. Plastic checkered
grips with Star logo. Crack at screw hole for left side grips. General handling and storage marks overall. serial #
1105626 certificate # 18955882 FRT # 22257-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Star FR Sport Restricted handgun Star model FR Sport .22 LR mag fed. 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 150mm Blued finish with fixed front and windage adjustable rear sights. Original plastic checkered
grips with Star logo. Includes one 10 shot magazine and minor handling marks overall. serial # 1595265 certificate #
19131443 FRT # 22259-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Single-Six Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six .22 LR , .22
Win Mag 6 shot single action w/ bbl length 240mm Blued finish, fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Wood
Ruger grips, included .22 LR and .22 Win Mag cylinders. Minor nicks and scratches to wood and metal. serial #
26001164 certificate # 19580477 FRT # 22429-15 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Super
Blackhawk .44 Mag cal. 6 shot single action w/ bbl length 267 mm Stainless finish, fixed front and target adjustable
rear sights. Deluxe Ruger brand wooden grips. Slight cylinder ring. Includes original box. Appears to have had very
little use with minor handling marks. serial # 8859217 certificate # 18982551 FRT # 22491-6 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Springfield Armory XD-45 Tactic Restricted handgun Springfield Armory model XD-45 Tactical
.45 ACP Mag fed. 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 128mm Parkerized style finish, with polymer receiver, fixed
front and rear sights. Includes two 10 shot stainless steel magazines. Range kit style case and documentation. No
holster or pouches. Appears to have had light use. serial # US768400 certificate # 19186656FRT # 125754-5 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Colt 1911A1 Restricted handgun Colt model 1911A1 .45ACP cal mag fed 7 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 127mm Brown finish with some holstering and handling wear, fixed front and rear sights, checkered
grips. Right side of receiver is stamped United States Property and left side stamped with inspectors initial GHD
(Guy H. Drewry). Firearm c1944 and comes with webbed holster dated 1942 or 1949. Includes on 7 shot mag serial
# 1630743 certificate # 4516627 FRT # 36102-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Uberti 1871 Navy Restricted handgun Uberti model 1871 Navy .36 cal percussion 6 shot single
action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Blued barrel and cylinder with brass frame, single bead sight, smooth wooden
grips, visible cylinder ring plus other use and handling marks serial # 129063 certificate # 4516628 FRT # 23038-1
PAL required
Restricted handgun Unknown Flintlock Restricted handgun Unknown model Flintlock .69 cal single shot flintlock w/
bbl length 222mm Japanese reproduction with stainless octagonal barrel, etching and kings crown on lock, brass
trigger guard and accents, includes ram rod. Marks on wood and metal serial # 513 certificate # 4516629 FRT #
45964-58 PAL required
Restricted handgun Glock 34 Restricted handgun Glock model 34 9mm Mag fed. 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 135mm Parkerized finish, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Includes on 10 shot magazine and original
case. Minor handling marks. serial # CTB340UScertificate # 66995 FRT # 29136-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Pietta 1873 SA Army Repro. Restricted handgun Pietta model 1873 SA Army Repro. .44/40 cal.
6 shot single action w/ bbl length 121 mm Combination of blued and case hardened. Fixed front and rear sights,
visible cylinder rings. Wooden grips and minor handling and use marks. serial # E09829 certificate # 18959105 FRT #
94757-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Drulov 70 Restricted handgun Drulov model 70 .22 LR single w/ bbl length 250mm Blued finish.
Elevation adjustable front and windage adjustable rear sights. Set trigger. Blond wood, smooth finished grips.
Appears to have very little use with only minor handling marks. serial # 35986 certificate # 4811961 FRT # 18549-1
PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning 1922 Restricted handgun Browning model 1922 9mm Browning Short 8 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 114mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights. Plastic logoed checkered pistol grips.
Lanyard ring intact. Includes one magazine. Appears to have had light use with only minor handling and storage
marks. serial # 261373 certificate # 4811968 FRT # 36234-8 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Olympic Restricted handgun High Standard model Olympic .22 short cal 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Checkered plastic
grips. Removable barrel weight. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # 414404 certificate
# 18756000 FRT # 19997-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
103 .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 171mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Checkered plastic grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks plus set screw marks from
removable weight (not included) and from removable compensator (not included). serial # 1134174 certificate #
19293535 FRT # 20023-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # SH18790 certificate #
4811963 FRT # 20023-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Tourna Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic
Tournament 103 .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable
rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Provision for center length sight/ optic. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use
and handling marks. serial # 1392612 certificate # 18748298 FRT # 20060-3 PAL required
Restricted shotgun High Standard Supermatic Restricted shotgun High Standard model Supermatic .22 LR 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 171mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips.
Includes one 10 shot magazine. Removable barrel weights. Use and handling marks. Note currently registered
incorrectly, expect delays in transfer. serial # 371319 certificate # 18641869 FRT # 31921-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard B Restricted handgun High Standard model B .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 171mm Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights. Plastic checkered grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine.
Overall well used condition, worn in handling, use and storage areas. serial # 18965 certificate # 19293531 FRT #
19782-2 PAL required
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Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
103 .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 203mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Set screw marks under barrel from weights ( not
included) and set screw marks from removable compensator (not included ) plus minor use and handling marks.
serial # 1186026 certificate # 18681950 FRT # 20023-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard G 380 Restricted handgun High Standard model G 380 .380 Auto cal. 6 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered grips. Includes one 6 shot
magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # 2226 certificate # 18983398 FRT # 19835-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Glock 17 Restricted handgun Glock model 17 .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 114mm
Fitted with Tactical Solutions TSG-22 .22LR conversion with two tone finish and fixed sights. Consignor indicates
that it has not been shot. Includes Glock case, one 10 shot magazine, serial # AAMU124 certificate # 19053760 FRT
# 19400-9 PAL required
SKB hard rifle case and two leather bean filled SKB hard rifle case and two leather bean filled shooting bags. Not
available for shipping. Local bidders only
Two scopes including Bushnell 2-6X32 Elite handgun Two scopes including Bushnell 2-6X32 Elite handgun and Swift
SR661M pistol scope
Flintlock replacement lock, 209 capper, Traditions Flintlock replacement lock, 209 capper, Traditions No. 11 nipples
etc.
Brass Italian made powder flask, a copper and Brass Italian made powder flask, a copper and brass bass relief with
hunt scenes flask etc.
White plastic tub containing black powder items White plastic tub containing black powder items including grease,
.50 cal Sabots, Hornady round lead balls, ram rods, two full and one 1/4 full 16 oz. tubs of Hodgon Pyrodex RS gun
powder etc.
Selection of tool including Wheeler digital Selection of tool including Wheeler digital trigger gauge, Mitutoyo digital
micrometre, a Chapman No. 9600 firearms screwdriver set, mini screwdriver and a Heinz Jordon Drafting points
sets
Tool box and contents including gun cleaning rods Tool box and contents including gun cleaning rods and brushes,
trigger locks, mini screwdrivers and picks, files, calipers, drafting point set, tweezers, Allen wrenches etc.
Five assorted plastic pistol cases. Five assorted plastic pistol cases.
Selection of firearms accessories including Selection of firearms accessories including cleaning solvents, cleaning
rods, pistol grips, target patches, high power magazines. 1911 used barrel and miscellaneous parts
Range bag and contents including stapler with Range bag and contents including stapler with staples, glass cleaner,
sight black, bean bags, 1911 holster, glasses, target patches, two CR Speed belts plus speed holster and mag
pouches.
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser K98K Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model K98K 8mm mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 23" blued barrel and action, comes with detachable sheathed bayonet, fixed front sight and part of the
adjustable rear sight (see photo to ID missing parts), fitted with after market rail, Nazi markings on action, barrel
and stock, matching numbers on barrel ring, bolt and mag, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # G18338
PAL required
Schmidt & Bender 3-12x50 scope serial number Schmidt & Bender 3-12x50 scope serial number 179939, fitted with
quick detach rings. Was fitted to lot #361
Non-Restricted rifle Walther KK Match Non-Restricted rifle Walther model KK Match .22LR cal single shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 23 1/3" blued barrel and action, heavy target barrel with added muzzle weight, adjustable
trigger, one piece target stock with thumb grip, textured fore grip and pistol grip, adjustable cheek rest and butt
stock, fitted with Leupold Vari-X-III 3.5x10 scope, appears to have had gentle use, serial # 22155 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Nagoya Arsenal Arisaki Type 3 Non-Restricted rifle Nagoya Arsenal model Arisaki Type 38 6.5
Japanese cal mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 31" blued barrel and action turning grey/brown, fixed front
and adjustable rear sights, cleaning rod, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 57480 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser K98K Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model K98K 8mm mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 24" blued barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, Nazi markings on receiver, barrel and
stock, matching numbers on bolt, barrel ring, mag and stock, matching numbers removable sheathed bayonet,
appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # F7617 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 1935 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1935 7x57mm mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 30" blued barrel and action, matching numbers on mag and bolt, bolt modified for scope use, fixed front
and adjustable rear sights (part of rear sight missing, see photos), matching numbers removable bayonet, fitted
with after market rail, comes with detachable sheathed bayonet #8157, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and
scratches to wood and metal serial # 6269 PAL required
Leupold Vari-X-III 6.5x20 scope. Was fitted to lot Leupold Vari-X-III 6.5x20 scope. Was fitted to lot # 366
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Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory 1903 Non-Restricted rifle Springfield Armory model 1903 30-06 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" blued barrel and action turning grey, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, stock appears
to be renished, includes Nobuckl green web sling, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 1342204 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle CZ 58 (52/57) Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 58 (52/57) 7.62x39mm mag fed 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 20 1/2" fixed front and adjustable rear sights, matching number stock, folding bayonet,
includes pinned to 5 round detachable mag, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal
serial # GR30838 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Kokura Arsenal Ariska Type 38 Non-Restricted rifle Kokura Arsenal model Ariska Type 38 6.5
Japanses mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" blued barrel and action, pitting on top of barrel, fixed front
and adjustable rear sights, removable sheathed bayonet, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 19053 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Karabiner K31 Non-Restricted rifle Karabiner model K31 7.5x55 mag fed 6 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 23" blued barrel and action turning grey, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, matching numbers on
bolt and mag, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 179651 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN FN-49 Non-Restricted rifle FN model FN-49 30-06 cal mag fed 5 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 23" blued barrel and action, matching numbers of bolt and stock, comes with one mag, fitted with after
market rail and rings, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 68021 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf M96 Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf model M96 6.5x55 Swedish mag fed 5 shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 30" blued barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, matching numbers on
bolt, barrel ring and mag, brass inventory tag on right side of stock stamped (11/124, No162), serial # 93456 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 1908 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1908 7x57mm mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/
bbl length 30" blued barrel and stainless action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, matching numbers on bolt,
bayonet, stock and mag, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # B9383 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Nagoya Arsenal Ariska Early T Non-Restricted rifle Nagoya Arsenal model Ariska Early Type 99
7.7 Japanese mag fed 5 bolt action w/ bbl length 26" blued barrel and action turning grey/brown, fixed front and
adjustable rear sights including crazy windage wings, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # 17194 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Mark XXII Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark XXII .22LR mag fed NO MAG
semi automatic w/ bbl length 24" blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sights, one piece stock with
checkered fore end and semi pistol grip, checkered metal butt plate, fitted with Bausch & Lomb Balvar scope, nicks
and scratches to wood and metal serial # 03961 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant M91/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model M91/30 7.62x54mm mag fed
5 bolt action w/ bbl length 29" blued barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, bolt numbered 1851,
mag numbered 7789 and 6360, includes cleaning rod and green web sling serial # 3K7789 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant M1891/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model M1891/30 7.62x54mm mag
fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 29" blued barrel and action turning grey, stainless bolt, fixed front and rear
adjustable sights plus 91/30 sniper scope serial number 6-45098, matching numbers mag, bolt and butt plate,
green web sling serial # AR4413 PAL required
Burris Black Diamond 6x-24x scope with rail mount Burris Black Diamond 6x-24x scope with rail mount rings, gently
used condition
Schmidt & Bender 4-16x50 scope in gently used Schmidt & Bender 4-16x50 scope in gently used condition
Three soft rifle cases, E Gaylord leather flap Three soft rifle cases, E Gaylord leather flap holster, ammo belt, trigger
lock, selection of miscellaneous ammunition. Imperial .22 LR (50 rounds) 3/4 full box of 25-20. two boxed Ruko .22
LR. One box of Winchester .22 Magnum and a selection of 12 gauge.
Seven soft rifle cases Seven soft rifle cases
Wooden crate with assorted ammunition including Wooden crate with assorted ammunition including four
Safariland speed loaders with 357 ammunition, 19 rounds of 9mm, 20 rounds of 308 win mag reloads, 40 308 Win
cases only, 10 round of 223, 20 rounds of mixed 12 Ga, 100 rounds of 17 HMR, 230 rounds of 22LR.
Selection of misc. including 511 cuff case, Selection of misc. including 511 cuff case, Magpull foregrip, Remington
1911 gripes, Canteen, two flags, back of assorted loading dyes, ETC.
Metal ammo can, three small pistol cases, and a Metal ammo can, three small pistol cases, and a case for a Eotech
scope.
Selection of military and aviation books including Selection of military and aviation books including Air Racers,
Soldier Sahibs, Seaplanes and Flying Boats, U.S. Naval Aviation, Man on the Move etc
Selection of military and aviation books including Selection of military and aviation books including The SAS and
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World War II, Schneider Trophy Racers, The Crossroads, U.S. Naval Air Power, Jackrabbits to Jets etc
Selection of military and aviation books including Selection of military and aviation books including Sterling Moss,
The Pursuit of Victor, Guadalcanal, Navy Pilots Handbook, The American Steel Navy, British Destroyers etc. Note,
some of these books are autographed by the authors or subjects.
Framed photo of a De Havilland Mosquito, binder of Framed photo of a De Havilland Mosquito, binder of Pictorial
Aviation History cards, propeller motif letter opener, WW-II photographs and a Pratt & Whitney enameled brass
button engine plate
Large antique cast iron #6 Grizzly bear trap, Large antique cast iron #6 Grizzly bear trap, Pat. 1856
Sportsman's dry box and contents including five 50 Sportsman's dry box and contents including five 50 count boxes
of .38 Special (mixture of reloads and factory loads) and approximately 100 count of .38 Special in plastic containers
( combination of factory and reloads) plus some spent cases
Plastic Sportsman's dry box with selection of Plastic Sportsman's dry box with selection of ammunition including
seven full 50 count boxes of Fiocchi 9mm 115 grain, two 20 count boxes of Winchcester SX9 9mm 147 grain, two
50 count boxes of American Eagle 9mm 115 grain, and a blue plastic container with 9mm reloads(?) and empty
brass
Vintage Ross Rifle Co. bayonet with leather Vintage Ross Rifle Co. bayonet with leather scabbard and a machete
with webbed scabbard marked U.S. 1946
Stack-On brand small single door keyed safe. Stack-On brand small single door keyed safe.
Miscellaneous range gear including tooled leather Miscellaneous range gear including tooled leather belt with Ernie
Hill leather holster. Glock magazines, small single pistol case, hearing protection and targets.
Selection of two difference sized paper targets, Selection of two difference sized paper targets, trigger locks, two
spray bottles of scent killer, tooled leather rifle case, sports bag with range rest and bean bag rest.
Reloading equipment including single station RCVS Reloading equipment including single station RCVS press,
powder trickler, reloading scale, case trimmer, several plastic ammo boxes. RCBS 30-06 trim die, RCBS two piece
30-06 dies, loading manuals and four full or partial cleaning kits.
Selection of ammunition including two 100 count Selection of ammunition including two 100 count boxes of CCI
green tag .22 LR, an unmarked 100 count plastic box with approximately 80 count .22 short, four 50 count boxes of
Champion .22 LR, 26 count of Remington 30-06 Springfield, red plastic container with approximately 40 counts of
.38 S&W (possible reloads), approximately 50 count of .410 gauge
Selection of assorted rifle barrels and one Selection of assorted rifle barrels and one action. Pal required.
Selection of assorted shotgun barrels. Selection of assorted shotgun barrels.
Two hard plastic rifle cases, selection of .303 Two hard plastic rifle cases, selection of .303 brass, M14 scope mount,
campfire toasters etc. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Selection of assorted wooden stocks. Selection of assorted wooden stocks.
Four large recycling bag filled with 12 gauge Four large recycling bag filled with 12 gauge hulls. Not available for
shipping. Local bidders only
Four 50 count boxes of Fiocchi .455 MK II ammo. Four 50 count boxes of Fiocchi .455 MK II ammo. 262 grain.
Orange Pelican Travel Vault foam lined hard case. Orange Pelican Travel Vault foam lined hard case.
Three rifle barrels including an umarked stainless Three rifle barrels including an umarked stainless fluted, a blued
Weatherby .300 Win mag and a blued Remington .308 Win
Selection of factory ammunition including six full Selection of factory ammunition including six full 20 count boxes
of PRVI Partizan, three are 8mm Mauser and three are 7mm Mauser plus 17 rounds of Remington 8mm Mauser
and 18 rounds of Imperial 8mm Mauser and 5 rounds of 7X57
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 takedown Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12 takedown 16ga 2
3/4" tube fed pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver, full choke, single bead sight, well worn in
carry and handling areas, crack in front and rear of stock, various nicks and marks overall PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins 20 Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model 20 12ga 2 3/4" tube fed 5 shot
Originally sold by Sears. Blue finish ribbed barrel, factory flash hider/choke marked Long Range and receiver.
Smooth stock with JC Higgins recoil pad. Wear in carry and handling areas with age appropriate marks overall
Non-Restricted rifle CZ 527 Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 527 .22 Hornet mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length
22 1/2" BRNO Arms Factory. Blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sights, fitted with Weaver Micro-Trac K6-1
scope. Comes with one 5 round mag. One piece stock with checkered semi-pistol grip and foregrip. Appears to have
had light use. Minor storage and handleing marks. serial # 55981 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta A.300 Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model A.300 12ga 2 3/4" tube fed 5 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 30" Blued full choke ribbed barrel with single bead sight, black finished alloy receiver
with factory engraving on both sides, checkered pistol grip and forearm, Limbsaver recoil pad, ware in use and
handling areas, nicks and rubs on wood and metal serial # G57447 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 .17 Rem 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl
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length 24" Black finish barrel and action, no fixed sights, fitted with bases and rings, satin finish walnut stock with
checkered pistol and foregrip. Appears to have had light use, minor marks from storage and handling serial #
E6524046 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun SKB M-7900 Non-Restricted shotgun SKB model M-7900 12ga 3" tube fed 5 pump action
w/ bbl length 28" Blued style ribbed barrel and receiver, front bead insert sight, consignor indicates full choke (No
markings found), rear right of barrel stamped NP MOD, foliage and bird engravings on both sides of receiver, glue
and screw repair to right side of stock right behind trigger guard, checkered pistol grip and forearm. Appears to
have had light use, minor marks overall serial # S9000165 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Wingmaster Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster
16ga 2 2/4" tube fed 5 pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued full choke barrel and receiver, single bead sight,
possibly reblued, checkered semi pistol grip and forearm, nicks and marks on wood and metal serial # 293685W
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 .416 Rem Mag mag fed bolt action
w/ bbl length 24" Stainless RKS (Ron Smith) barrel and action painted black, fixed front and rear adjustable sights,
scope bases and rings, smooth fiberglass stock with black finish, Decelerator recoil pad. Handling and storage marks
on stock and metal serial # A6872828 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1200 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 1200 12ga 2 3/4" tube fed 5
shot pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued full choke barrel and receiver, single bead sight, walnut furniture with
checkered semi pistol grip and forearm, appears to have had gentle use, minor handling marks serial # L966035 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 70 Classic Sporter Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 70 Classic Sporter 7mm
STW cal, mag fed 5 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/2" Blued barrel and action, no fixed sights, scope bases
installed, walnut stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip, Decelerator recoil pad, appears to have had gentle
use, minor storage and handling marks serial # G278618 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1892 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 25-20 WCF cal tube fed lever
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal barrel turned brown, fixed front a elevation adjustable rear buckhorn
sight (adjusting ramp missing), dent on tube mag approx 1" from muzzle end, various other marks and scratches on
wood and metal serial # 293444 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg & Sons 152K Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg & Sons model 152K .22 LR only mag fed.
10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 18" Blued finish with fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights, fitted
with Mossberg No. M4D 4 power scope. Fold down pistol grip stock, molded finger groves, plastic butt plate with
rings and sling. Shows very little signs of use, minor scratches and nicks to wood and metal. Includes one 10 shot
magazine serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Wingmaster Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 870 Wingmaster
12ga 2 3/4" tub fed 5 shot pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued full choke barrel and action, single bead sight, ware
in handling and storage areas, smooth stock and ribbed forearm, stock has had some repair where it mates with
the action, marks and nicks on wood and metal PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage B-Mag Non-Restricted rifle Savage model B-Mag .17 WSM mag fed 10 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 22" Black finish, no fixed sights, fitted with scope bases, original factory decalling still in place,
adjustable Accutrigger", synthetic stock, comes with one mag, appears to have had little use, minor handling marks.
Includes original box serial # J307146 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Vanguard Compact Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Vanguard Compact .223
Ren cal mag fed bolt action w/ bbl length 20" Black finish barrel and receiver, no fixed sights, threaded for optics
mount, black synthetic stock with pink speckled finish and adjustment spacer, appears to have had little use and
possibly only test fired. Comes with original box. Minor handling marks serial # VB081434 PAL required
Antique handgun E.Whitney (N.Haven) Navy 1851, 2nd Antique handgun E.Whitney (N.Haven) model Navy 1851,
2nd Mod & Rev .36 percussion cal 6 shot revolver w/ bbl length 7 1/2" Blued finish turned brown, brass trigger
guard with faint traces of silver, fair grips with various marks, c/w reproduction Hunter Co leather holster, firearm
stamped 12697 on bottom of grips (probably an inventory number), serial number is under trigger guard and
matching on inside of grips serial # CD3476 No PAL required
Antique rifle US Springfield 1863 Antique rifle US Springfield model 1863 .58 cal percussion single shot w/ bbl
length 34" round Dated 1964, blued finished turned brown, half stock, lock stamped with US Eagle and 1964, butt
plate stamped US, includes wooden ram rod, crack in stock, nicks and marks overall serial # NIL No PAL required
Antique shotgun European Side by Side Antique shotgun European model Side by Side 16ga? percussion 2 shot w/
bbl length 30 1/2" Blued barrel turned brown, top of barrels stamped Fine Twist, muzzle loading with wooden ram
rod included, consignor purports manufactured by Liege, Bruzzels 1811-1892 but not verified, stock has been
sanded and has assorted cracks and marks serial # NIL No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield E.A.L Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model E.A.L .303 Brit mag fed bolt action w/
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bbl length 21 1/4" Blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sight. Wooden E.A.L. pistol grip style stock with sling
mounts and sling. Top of battle sight broken, surface rust and wear on blued areas. Well used condition with nicks
and cracks, scratches to wood and metal. Note no mag. included. serial # 3494 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger SR9 Restricted handgun Ruger model SR9 9mm Mag fed. 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 106mm Stainless steel slide, synthetic receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Minor handling marks,
appears to have had very little use. Includes two 10 shot magazines, thumb loader and original packaging and
documentation. serial # 33516084 certificate # 17677858 FRT # 127545-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger SR 1911 (6700) Restricted handgun Ruger model SR 1911 (6700) .45 ACP Mag fed. 8 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 127 Stainless steel slide and receiver, fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Minor handling marks,appear to have had very little use. Includes one 7 round and one 8 round magazine, original
packaging, soft pouch and documentation. serial # 67080929 certificate # 17674200 FRT # 136056-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Single-Six Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six .22 LR/.22
Win Mag 6 shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 140mm Stainless steel with fixed front sight and adjustable
rear sights. Wooden Ruger grips, slight cylinder ring. Appears to have virtually no use marks. Includes .22 LR and .22
Win Mag cylinders, original documentation and box. serial # 26535367 certificate # 15044672 FRT # 22429-12 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Single-Six Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six .22 LR/ .22
Win Mag. 6 shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable rear
sight plus factory scope mounting provisions. Ruger logoed wooden grips, cylinder ring and handling marks.
Includes .22 LR and .22 Win Mag cylinders, original documentation, scope rings, lock and case. serial # 26506296
certificate # 12655974 FRT # 22429-25 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Super
Blackhawk .44 Rem mag. 6 shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Stainless steel with fixed front and
adjustable rear sights plus factory scope mount provisions. Ruger logoed wooden grips, slight cylinder ring and
other marks, appears to have had light use. Includes original documentation, scope rings, lock and case serial #
8834873 certificate # 15058929FRT # 22491-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Webley MK VI Restricted handgun Webley model MK VI .455 Rev cal. 6 shot hinge break double
action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Battlefield finish, fixed sights, brown checkered plastic grips. Proof marks,
crown, matching serial number on frame, barrel and cylinder. Expected wear in holster and other handling areas.
serial # 251517 certificate # 13334868 FRT # 70488-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Super
Blackhawk .45 Rem mag. 6 shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 140mm Stainless steel with fixed front and
adjustable rear sight. Slight surface rust on ejector rod cover, cylinder ring and other use and handling marks.
Wooden grips with Ruger logo. Includes original box and documentation. serial # 8767760 certificate #
12781885FRT # 22491-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Single-Six Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Single-Six .22 LR/.22
Win mag. 6 shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 117mm Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights,
faint cylinder rings. Appears to have gentle use with only minor markings. Includes .22 LR an .22 Win mag., come
documentation and original box. serial # 26474606 certificate # 9848483 FRT # 22429-18 PAL required
Restricted handgun Vostok Margolin Restricted handgun Vostok model Margolin .22 short cal mag fed 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 184mm Blued barrel and receiver. Target adjustable front and rear sights. Barrel weight
and compensator combination. Checkered wooden target grips. Unexplained finish on slide. Action seems smooth,
although firearms is in well used condition. Comes with fitted wooden case and assorted accessories including
second removable magazine etc. serial # K 0289Pcertificate # 19178277 PAL required
Restricted handgun Springfield Armory XD-40 Tactic Restricted handgun Springfield Armory model XD-40 Tactical
.40 S&W cal. mag fed 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Parkerized style slight, polymer receiver. Fixed front
and rear sights. Includes fitted case, range kit, holster, double mag pouch, magazine loader and three pinned round
magazine. Appears to have had light use with minor storage and handling marks serial # US 282826 certificate #
14674528 FRT # 120244-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Police Positive Flat Top Restricted handgun Colt model Police Positive Flat Top .22 LR 6
shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered
wooden grips with Colt logo. Most bluing intact with minor use, storage and wear marks. This firearm in registered
in the old system, expect delays in transfer. serial # 11255certificate # K394605 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Huntsman Restricted handgun Colt model Huntsman .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 114mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Plastic checkered grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine.
Original box and owner paperwork including 1956 bill of sale for $43.50, registration certificate etc. Appears to
have had very little use with only minor storage and handling marks. serial # 96226C certificate # 18681827 FRT #
17446-1 PAL required
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Restricted handgun High Standard The Victor Restricted handgun High Standard model The Victor .22 LR 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sight. Checkered wooden
target grips. Removable barrel weight. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks on wood and metal.
serial # ML07957 certificate # 18984745 FRT # 145265 PAL required
Restricted handgun Bond Arms Snake Slayer IV Restricted handgun Bond Arms model Snake Slayer IV .450 Colt/410
3" 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 108mm Stainless steel with Snake Slayer logo checkered grips. Appears to have
had very little use with only minor handling marks. serial # 111500certificate # 18160433 FRT # 125914-1 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Beretta U22 Neos Restricted handgun Beretta model U22 Neos .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 114mm Combination of stainless and Parkerized style finish. Top rail for optic and accessories.
Includes four 10 shot magazines, original hard case and documentation. Slight storage marks on barrel, otherwise
appears to have had only light use. serial # R03078 certificate # 13952460 FRT # 119471-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Beretta 92FS Restricted handgun Beretta model 92FS 9mm 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 125mm Parkerized style finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Beretta logo checkered grips. Includes one 10
shot magazine and one 10 round pinned magazine. Use and handling marks throughout. serial # BER158515Z
certificate # 16873985 FRT # 16582-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Black Label 1911 Restricted handgun Browning model Black Label 1911 .22 LR 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 108mm Parkerized style finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Black label logo textured
grips. Ambidextrous safety. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Includes two 10 round magazines. Appears to have
had very light use with only minor handling marks. serial # 51EZW55940 certificate # 18459075 FRT # 151410-2 PAL
required
Restricted handgun PAC M1911A1 Restricted handgun PAC model M1911A1 .45 ACP 8 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 127" Parkerized style satin finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Soft touch texturized grips. Includes two 8 shot
magazines. Pair of wooden grips and owner's manual. Appears to have very light use with only minor handling
marks. serial # WM450080 certificate # 15856319 FRT # 125747-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow Restricted handgun CZ model 75 SP-01 Shadow 9mm mag fed 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 114mm Limited edition customized ADAM TYC I.P.S.I.C. world champion No. 079/333.
Polished blank finish, gilt highlights on checkered grips, mag. release, trigger, slide lock, safety and hammer.
Includes fitted custom case, three magazines. Original documentation including COA. Latch on box is damaged.
Likely only test fired or at most only minor use with some light handling marks. serial # A999079 certificate #
16613511 FRT # 134010-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Taurus PT 24/7 Pro LS DS Restricted handgun Taurus model PT 24/7 Pro LS DS .45 ACP 10 shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 134mm Parkerized style finish on slide, polymer receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Includes two 10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # NDP 11199 certificate # 15551985 FRT # 133099-5
PAL required
Restricted handgun H&K USP Restricted handgun H&K model USP 9mm 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
108mm Stainless slide and polymer receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Textured grips. Includes two 10 round
magazines. Minor use and handling marks. serial # 24049304 certificate # 7907088 FRT # 45566-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Springfield Armory XD-40 Tactic Restricted handgun Springfield Armory model XD-40 Tactical
.40 S&W 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Parkerized style slide, polymer receiver. Fixed front and rear
sights. Includes two 10 round magazines. Minor use and handling marks. serial # US 438733 certificate # 11603783
FRT # 120244-1 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington S X S external ha Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model S X S external
hammer 12 ga. 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Wood stock with
checkered pistol grip and logoed plastic butt plate. Surface rust on barrel and most bluing is gone. In well used
condition with nicks and scratches to wood and metal. serial # 200567 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H. Spencer S X S external h Non-Restricted shotgun H. Spencer model S X S external
hammer 12 ga. 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Likely original blued finish on barrel and receiver, single bead
front sight. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol grip, metal butt plate. Entire firearm has been covered in
varnish, both firing pins missing. Replaced hammer nut. Well used wall hanger condition. serial # 8971 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant 1891 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model 1891 7.62 mag fed. 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock, metal butt
plate. Dated 1937 with matching numbered bolt. Cleaning rod included. Well used condition with nicks and marks
to wood and metal serial # 35551 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf Stads 1900 Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustaf Stads model 1900 6.5 X 55 mag fed. bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Mismatched wooden
stock with slight cheek riser, checkered semi pistol gripe and fore grip and matching numbered bolt. Threaded
muzzle, cap missing. Surface rust on blued and stainless parts. Well used condition with marks and scratches to
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wood and metal.serial # 61300 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 195K Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model 195K 12 ga. 2 3/4" mag fed. 2
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Originally blued finish on barrel and receiver. Bead front and fixed rear sight.
Adjustable choke. Smooth wooden stock with recoil pad. Finger grooves molded as part of trigger guard. Blued
finish almost completely gone, surface rust has been buffed. Well worn with marks and scratches to wood and
metal. serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield No.4 Mk I (F) FRT Spo Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model No.4 Mk I (F) FRT Sporter .303
Brit mag fed. 10 shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver, fixed front and fixed battle and
flip up micro adjustable rear sight. Smooth wood stock with metal butt plate. Ten round detachable box mag.
included. Left side of action faintly marked including FTR. assorted proof marks, bolt numbered 6545, surface rust
on barrel. Well used condition with nicks and scratches to wood and metal. serial # 2222 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .32 WS cal. tube fed lever action
w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear buckhorn sight. Smooth
wooden stock, right side carved R.T. Receiver appears to have been buffed. In well used condition with marks to
wood and metal. serial # 156477
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .303 WCF tube fed lever action
w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear buck horn sight. Virtually no
bluing on receiver left. expected age appropriate wear on barrel. In well used condition, nicks and marks on wood
and metal. serial # 620446 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .30 WCF tube fed lever action w/
bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable buck horn rear sight. Virtually all
bluing missing from receiver and age appropriate bluing left on barrel. Surface rust. Rear sight stamped Savage
Arms Co. In well used condition with nicks and marks to wood and metal. serial # 101495 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .32-40 cal. tube fed lever action
w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear buck horn sights. 80-90% of
bluing worn off. Thumb nail sized chunk of stock missing near butt plate. Well worn condition with marks and nicks
to wood and metal. serial # 263123 PAL required
Selection of factory ammunition including full Selection of factory ammunition including full boxes of 20 count
Federal Power Shok 7mm Rem mag, two 20 count Winchcester .225 Win, one 20 count Remington Core-lokt .308
Marlin Express, two 20 count boxes of Remington .22-250 Remington, plus 19 rounds of Remington .22-250 and 19
rounds of .225 empty cartridges
Two hard plastic handgun cases. Two hard plastic handgun cases.
Selection of firearms items including ME Ranger Selection of firearms items including ME Ranger .380 blanks firing
single action revolver with tin of approximately 50 blank cartridges and 3/4 full box of 100 count Hornady .36cal
lead round balls. Full bag of 500, 14 gauge wads. Full bag 1000, 14 gauge 1/8" nitro cards and a full package 100
count .36cal dry wool pads.
Floor standing single door brown coloured floor Floor standing single door brown coloured floor safe and three soft
gun cases. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Two small shop made cannons with approximately 50 Two small shop made cannons with approximately 50 cal.
bore.
Pelican No.1500 hard case with foam lining, note: Pelican No.1500 hard case with foam lining, note: foam has been
cut out for pistol fit.
Selection of ammunition including six 20 counts Selection of ammunition including six 20 counts boxes labeled as
follows : Winchester .248 Winchester, Federal .308 Win, three Winchester Super X .284 Winchester and a
Winchester .32 Win Special ( note many of these pieces have felt marking and oddities, may be reloads.
Selection of 12 and 20 gauge shotgun ammo. Selection of 12 and 20 gauge shotgun ammo. including some with
mixed loads in boxes including approximately one hundred and twenty 12 gauge and one hundred and twenty 20
gauge.
Large selection of .22 ammunition including Large selection of .22 ammunition including approximately 1100
assorted rounds.
Selection of .22 ammunition including Selection of .22 ammunition including approximately 900 rounds.
Fifteen assorted firearms magazines including Fifteen assorted firearms magazines including Winchester 77, S&W
1500 25-06, Remington Model 547 .22 LR, Ruger 77-17 1.7 HMR, Winchester Model 100 .284, Ruger 1022 and
Parker Hale 1200 and 1000 series.
Four soft rifle cases and one large hard pistol Four soft rifle cases and one large hard pistol case and eight trigger
locks with keys. Not available for shipping. Local bidders only
Five hard pistol cases including four black and Five hard pistol cases including four black and one tan.
Selection of rifle stocks, fore-ends, butt plates Selection of rifle stocks, fore-ends, butt plates etc.
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Wooden crate containing twelve sets of new scope Wooden crate containing twelve sets of new scope rings with
assorted fittment plus Wheeler Engineering ring alignment/lap combo. kit.
Wooden crate containing approximately 27 new in Wooden crate containing approximately 27 new in package
scope rings with assorted fittment.
Non-Restricted Air pistol Brno Tau7 Non-Restricted Air pistol Brno model Tau7 .177 cal single shot Target pistol
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Custom walnut grips. Fitted hard case with accessories and manual.
Please view photos to confirm completeness. PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 670 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 670 .243 Win mag fed 3 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Threaded for iron sights but no sights mounted. Fitted with Bushnell 4X
Banner scope. Wooden stock with checkered pistol and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Storage wear on left side of
stock and other use and handling marks. serial # G222734 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Deutche Wrk DRP 1 German yout Non-Restricted rifle Deutche Wrk DRP model 1 German youth
.22 Lr single shot w/ bbl length 22 3/4" Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth stock with brass butt plate. Blue worn in
use and handling areas and other marks throughout. serial # NilPAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 64 B Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64 B .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
20 1/2" Blued finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front and missing rear sight. Fitted with Bushnell Sportview scope.
Smooth stock with most of the finish gone. Plastic butt plate, comes with two 10 shot magazines. In well used
condition. serial # CA084550 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 2200 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 2200 12 gauge 2 3/4" tube fed
5 shot pump action w/ bbl length 30 1/2" Blued finish. Single bead sight. Smooth stock and checkered pump. Plastic
butt stock. Full choke. In well used condition with marks and wear to wood and metal. serial # L703187 PAL
required
Three full 50 count boxes of .357 Magnum Three full 50 count boxes of .357 Magnum ammunition including two
PMC and one Federal, all 158 grain and three boxes of .38 Special including two full and one missing eight rounds.
Selection of .22 ammunition including Selection of .22 ammunition including approximately 900 rounds of assorted
brands .22 LR and 200 rounds of .22 Win Mag.
Selection of .303 Brit ammunition including two 20 Selection of .303 Brit ammunition including two 20 count boxes
of CIL 180 grain, two 24 count boxes of Federal 150 grain and ten rounds of Imperial 150 grain and seventeen
rounds of 174 grain.
Four 130 rounds of .38 Special reloads in plastic Four 130 rounds of .38 Special reloads in plastic containers plus
900 Federal no. 100 small pistol primers and approximately 70 ,.38 caliber 140 grain SWC bullets
Selection of handgun ammunition including full 50 Selection of handgun ammunition including full 50 count box of
PMC .41 Magnum 210 grain, full 50 count box of Remington .41 Magnum 210 grain, full 50 count box of UMC .25
Automatic 50 grain, a full 50 count box of Olin .25 Auto and approximately 40 rounds of Winchester .41 Magnum
210 grains plus an Uncle Mike's sidekick ammo wallet containing 5 rounds of .41 Magnum
Selection of firearms items including small pistol Selection of firearms items including small pistol case, metal
ammo. can, trigger locks, three leather holsters, Enfield bolt and magazine and two soft rifle cases.
Crossman model 454, .177 cal BB pistol with four Crossman model 454, .177 cal BB pistol with four boxes (4
missing) of 24 count CO2 cartridges
Selection of firearms items including a Lee Turret Selection of firearms items including a Lee Turret Press, .41
Magnum dies, .38/357 dies, 9mm dies, a cleaning kit, a plastic ammo. box and a Branson 2200 ultrasonic cleaner
(not tested at time of cataloguing
Selection of military surplus including coat Selection of military surplus including coat liners, small sacs, equipment
drop bag etc
Selection of assorted ammunition including 100 Selection of assorted ammunition including 100 rounds of .22LR,
approximately 175 rounds of .22 Win Mag, one Full 20 count box of Dominon 303 Savage, one box of Dominon 303
Savage with 7 rounds and ten rounds of federal 308 Win.
Selection of 10mm ammo, accessories, components, Selection of 10mm ammo, accessories, components, including
full 50 count box of American eagle 180Gr, appears full 500 count box of Hornady 180 HAP projectiles, a Dillon dye
set including caliber conversion for a 550 press.
Five full 50 count boxes of american eagle 9mm Five full 50 count boxes of american eagle 9mm 115Gr ammo
Selection of firearms accessories walnut Ruger Selection of firearms accessories walnut Ruger Mini 14 stock, Deluxe
Ruger 10/22 Bull barrel stock, Remington limb saver in packaging, Taxstar four round side saddle for remington
870, appears unused Magpull hand guard mid length #MAG418-BLK, polymer forend with rails and pistol grip that
appears to fit CZ 858.
Three Buck knives in original packaging includeing Three Buck knives in original packaging includeing two sheathed
lock blades #12180 and a sheathed fixed blade #10080.
Thompson center arms 355mm barrel only blued Thompson center arms 355mm barrel only blued finish, fixed
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front sights, fitted with Electra Dot Thompson Center Arms 2.5x20 scope working at time of catoluging storage
rust at muzzle and on front sight.
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R Arms Topper M48 Non-Restricted shotgun H&R Arms model Topper M48 12Ga single
hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued finish barrel and receiver, single bead sight, smooth wooden stock and fore
end, plastic but plate, appears to be re blued, nicks and marks on wood and metal serial # 21719 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle CZ 858 Tactical-2p (2009) Non-Restricted rifle CZ model 858 Tactical-2p (2009) 7.62x39 5 semi
automatic w/ bbl length 19" Black battle finish, adjustable front and rear sights, includes three pin magazines and
double mag pouch with tools, appears to have very little use and minor handling marks serial # A700857 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Kal-tec Su-16F Non-Restricted rifle Kal-tec model Su-16F .223 Mag fed 5 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 19" Parkerized style finish and polymer construction, Fixed front sight and removable ghost ring rear, flat top
rail for optic mounting, for end folds down to act as bipod, stock folds down to convert to backpack survival firearm
etc. One 5 shot mag, appears virtually new with minor handling marks. serial # NG248 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sears 25 Non-Restricted rifle Sears model 25 .22 S,L & LR tube fed semi automatic w/ bbl length
22 1/2" blued barrel and receiver turning grey/brown, fixed front, elevation adjustable rear sight smooth stock with
plastic buttplate, ramp for rear sight missing, chip in buttplate, paint flecks on stocks, and other use and handling
marks. serial # 5832501
Non-Restricted rifle Black Creek Lab BCL 102 Non-Restricted rifle Black Creek Lab model BCL 102 .308 5 semi
automatic w/ bbl length 19" Parkerized style finish, flat top no fixed sights, 3 quarter length vented hand guard,
adjustable stock, checkered pistol grib, no mag included, appears to have very little use, with minor handling mark.
serial # 01579
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg 640ka Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model 640ka .22 Mag mag fed 10 bolt action w/
bbl length 22 1/2" Blued finished fixed front and rear sights, fitted with Bushnell Sportview 3-9 scope, smooth
wooden stock with check riser, plastic buttplate, sling mount, includes four ten round magazines, appears to be re
blued, use and handling marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL
Wood Stream hunter seat 9080, a selection of Wood Stream hunter seat 9080, a selection of plastic ammo cases,
50 rounds of 9mm Luger, 20 round of 7.7 Jap., 100 round of .22 LR. 15 rounds of 7.92 etc.
Two boxes of assorted firearms books including Two boxes of assorted firearms books including reloading, general
reference etc.
Outers Varmiter rifle rest and three rifle stocks. Outers Varmiter rifle rest and three rifle stocks.
Blue metal rifle rest, pellets only target trap, Blue metal rifle rest, pellets only target trap, shooting bags, hearing
protectors, Past shoulder pad etc.
Selection of firearm accessories including metal Selection of firearm accessories including metal rifle rests, slings,
bags, hearing protection etc.
Selection of soft rifle cases and cleaning rods. Selection of soft rifle cases and cleaning rods.
Two black hard cases including rifle and handgun. Two black hard cases including rifle and handgun.
Blue tub and contents including a large selection Blue tub and contents including a large selection of assorted scope
rings, covers, bases etc.
Large selection of miscellaneous firearms Large selection of miscellaneous firearms accessories including two 3
drawer plastic organizers and contents including 1022 magazine, M1 Grand clips, tools, cleaning supplies, chokes,
trigger lock, hole punch etc. plus cardboard box with cleaning rods, ammo cases with printing press letters etc.
Twelve custom made rifle stands. Twelve custom made rifle stands.
Non-Restricted shotgun Derya MK-10 Non-Restricted shotgun Derya model MK-10 12 ga. 2/3" mag fed 5 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 20 1/2" Parkerized style finish. Adjustable sights. Sling mounts, assorted rail mounts. Flash
hider. Removable handle. Includes fitted case with extra mags. Folding stock mount. Forward grip, sling etc.
Appears to have had little use with minor storage and handling marks overall. serial # 160L1479 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Utas UTS-15 Non-Restricted shotgun Utas model UTS-15 12 ga.2 1/2-3" 13 shot pump
action w/ bbl length 20" Polymer design with cooling vents, flash hider and selectable double tube feed system.
Sling mounts and includes UTS brand flashlight in foam lined plastic case. Appears to have had light use. serial #
UT13P00085 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 64B Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64B .22 LR mag fed 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl
length 20" Blued finished barrel and action. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell 4x
Sportview 22 scope. Smooth wooden stock. Plastic butt plates. Includes one 10 shot magazine with use and
handling marks to wood and metal. serial # CA127421 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Emei 97 NSR Non-Restricted rifle Emei model 97 NSR 5.56mm mag fed 5 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 19" Bullpup style sporting rifle with scope rail on carry handle. Includes one pinned to 5 detachable
magazine. Appears to have had little use with only minor handling marks serial # 13000874 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle ISSC MK-22 Non-Restricted rifle ISSC model MK-22 .22 LR mag fed 22 shot semi automatic w/
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bbl length 16" Black finish polymer. Folding stock. Includes one 22 shot detachable magazine. Adjustable sights.
Minor use and handling marks. serial # A408379 PAL required
AN/PVS ( Army/Navy Portable Visual Search) -5C AN/PVS ( Army/Navy Portable Visual Search) -5C Generation II
Night vision infa-red googles made by ITT Industries and Litton Industries.
Three polymer M-14 stocks, one with butt plates Three polymer M-14 stocks, one with butt plates and two pinned
to 5 round M-14 magazines.
Tan coloured Glock knife with sheath and a 100 Tan coloured Glock knife with sheath and a 100 round double drum
5.56 AR 15 style magazine, pinned to 5 rounds with carry pouch and easy loader.
Ten full boxes of 20 count Remington 6.8mm Ten full boxes of 20 count Remington 6.8mm Remington Special
ammo. 115 grain plus two full 20 count boxes of Remington Express rifle 6.8 Remington Special ammo.
Ten full boxes of 10 count Lellier & Vellot .338 Ten full boxes of 10 count Lellier & Vellot .338 Lapua mag. matched
grade 250 grain bullets.
Two soft black rifle cases with storage pouches. Two soft black rifle cases with storage pouches.
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 995 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 995 .22 LR only mag fed 7 shot semi automatic w/
bbl length 18" Blued finish on barrel and receiver. Front sight missing, elevation adjustable rear sight. Fitted with
Tasco #602C 4X20 scope. Wooden stock with checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Plastic butt plate. Includes one
detachable magazine. Use and handling marks overall. serial # 19385650 PAL required
Selection of ammunition including opened but Selection of ammunition including opened but mostly full Value Pack
525 count (when full) of Federal .22 LR, 24 rounds of Imperial 12 ga. shotgun shells (various types) and one 5 count
boxes of 12 ga. 2 3/4" slugs and one 5 count box of 00 Buckshot.
MTM Case-gard utility dry box with approximately MTM Case-gard utility dry box with approximately 950 rounds of
7.62X39 ammunition.
Approximately 1400 rounds of assorted .22 LR plus Approximately 1400 rounds of assorted .22 LR plus 50 rounds of
.22 Winchester Magnum and 40 rounds of 17 HMR.
Selection of Remington .22 LR ammunition including Selection of Remington .22 LR ammunition including bucket o'
bullets 1400 rounds and a box of 500 rounds of.22 LR Thunderbolt, appears full
Selection of Remington .22 LR ammunition including Selection of Remington .22 LR ammunition including bucket o'
bullets with 1400 rounds plus 400 rounds of a 500 round brick.
1800 rounds of Winchester M22 .22 LR ammunition. 1800 rounds of Winchester M22 .22 LR ammunition.
Approximately 1600 rounds of .22 LR including Approximately 1600 rounds of .22 LR including Federal and
Winchester.
Restricted handgun High Standard GB Restricted handgun High Standard model GB .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 114mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic logoed grips. Includes one 10 shot
magazine. Storage pitting to front of barrel and other use and handling marks. serial # 313087 certificate #
18681951 FRT # 19786-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard B Restricted handgun High Standard model B .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl
length 114mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine.
Wear, storage and handling marks overall. serial # 11653 certificate # 19064553 FRT # 19782-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Flite King Restricted handgun High Standard model Flite King .22 short cal 10
semi automatic w/ bbl length 171mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic target grips. One
10 shot magazine. Use and handling marks. serial # 443428 certificate # 18951105 FRT # 20020-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Sport KIng SK-100 Restricted handgun High Standard model Sport KIng SK-100
.22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips.
Includes one 10 shot magazine. Only minor use and handling marks. serial # 570016 certificate # 18980274 FRT #
20043-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
.22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Model 107 Military. Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable
rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Only minor use and handling marks. serial #
2284746 certificate # 18796565 FRT # 20023-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Sport-King Sk-100 Restricted handgun High Standard model Sport-King Sk-100
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic
grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Only minor use and handling marks. serial # 454310 certificate # 19012789
FRT # 20043-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Tourna Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic
Tournament .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Model 107 Military. Blued finish. Fixed front and target
adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. One 10 shot magazine. Minor use and handling marks. serial #
2180374 certificate # 19053593 FRT # 20060-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Citati Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic Citation
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.22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 254mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Plastic
checkered grips. One 10 shot magazine. Removable compensator. Marks under barrel from removable barrel
weight set screws ( barrel weight not included) electric pencil engraving on trigger guard J.K. McLeod. Other use
and handling marks. serial # 938808 certificate # 19012790 FRT # 20023-4 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard The Sharpshooter Restricted handgun High Standard model The Sharpshooter
.22 LR 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish with heavy barrel. Fixed front and target
adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden left hand target grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Handling and use
marks. serial # ML30905 certificate # 18841465 FRT # 19808-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Supermatic Tourna Restricted handgun High Standard model Supermatic
Tournament 103 .22 LR 10 semi automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and targt adjustable rear
sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine. Very light wear and use marks with a little extra
wear on the bluing of left side. serial # 1142054 certificate # 18748299 FRT # 20060-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun StI 2011 Steel Master Restricted handgun StI model 2011 Steel Master 9mm 10 semi automatic
w/ bbl length 109mm Custom competition pistol with C-More red dot sight. Skeletonized slide, hammer and
trigger. Checkered grips including front and back strap. Ambidextrous safety. Extended mag release. Mag well.
Comes with one 10 round double stack magazine. Original case and some documentation. Appears to have had
very little use. serial # 01102316 certificate # 17014034 FRT # 22413-52 PAL required
Restricted handgun Para-Ordinance 16 40 Limited Restricted handgun Para-Ordinance model 16 40 Limited .40
S&W 10 shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Stainless with black highlights. Fiber optic fixed front sight and
target adjustable rear sight. Para logo checkered plastic grips. Checkered main spring housing and grip front.
Ambidextrous safety. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Includes two 10 round magazine. Original fitted plastic
case with some documentation. Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling marks. serial #
P201224 certificate # 13181510 FRT # 122398-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun StI International 1911 Trojan Restricted handgun StI International model 1911 Trojan 9mm 10
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Logoed
simulated tortoise shell checkered grips. Checkered main spring housing. Skeletonized trigger and hammer.
Includes one Wilson Combat 10 shot magazines. Includes original fitted plastic case and some documentation. Only
minor handling and use marks. serial # KF19033 certificate # 16596080 FRT # 80311-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Remington 1911 R 1 Restricted handgun Remington model 1911 R 1 .45 ACP 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Non stick finish
to front of grip. Includes two 7 shot Remington brand magazines. Includes hard plastic case and some
documentation. Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling and use marks. serial # RH12818A
certificate # 15176745 FRT # 13170-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Medalist Restricted handgun Browning model Medalist .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights on ribbed barrel.
Checkered wooden target grips. Includes two sets of checkered wooden grips including one right hand target.
Original fitted case with three interchangeable barrel weights. Removable wooden fore-end, tool, one Browning
magazine, ammunition block and some documentation. Some wear marks from use and handling. Overall seems to
have only had light use. serial # 34243T3 certificate # 4811962 FRT # 16710-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Buck Mark Restricted handgun Browning model Buck Mark .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Combination of blue and parkerized style finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Soft touch polymer grips. Includes one 10 shot magazine, original fitted case and some documentation.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor handling marks. serial # 515ZZ14644 certificate # 16888659 FRT
# 39598-8 PAL required
Restricted handgun LuX Stevens No. 35 Repro. Restricted handgun LuX model Stevens No. 35 Repro. .22 LR single
hinge break w/ bbl length 203mm Reproduction of the classic Off-Hand No. 35 with black barrel. Chrome plated
frame and imitation ivory checkered grips. Handling and use marks overall. serial # 25130 certificate # 4811944 FRT
# 81951-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard GE Restricted handgun High Standard model GE .22 LR 10 shot semi automatic
w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden target grips. Includes
one 10 shot magazine. Rear sight is loose. Most bluing worn from grip area. Chips and nicks on wood and marking
in metal including some pitting. serial # 322540 certificate # 18983397 FRT # 19788-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Challenger Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Deluxe checkered wooden grips. Includes
one 10 shot magazine. Appears to have light use with only minor handling marks. serial # 95219U8certificate #
19288646 FRT # 16709-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Challenger Restricted handgun Browning model Challenger .22 LR 10 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 172mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one 10
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shot magazine. Appears to have had light use with only minor use and handling marks. serial # 24600U69 certificate
# 19319709 FRT # 16709-2 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt 1911 AB Jubilee Restricted handgun Colt model 1911 AB Jubilee .45 ACP 7 shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 127" Limited edition 101/200 in satin black with gold highlights on slide. Alberta logo gilt
grips. Includes one 7 shot magazine and presentation box with Jubilee placards. Lightly only test fired with some
storage and handling marks. serial # 56426B70 certificate # 6482501 FRT # 36278-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger Single six Restricted handgun Ruger model Single six .22 LR/.22 Mag. 6 shot single action
w/ bbl length 165mm Blued finished. Fixed front and rear sights. Logoed wooden grips. Includes both .22 LR and .22
Mag cylinders. Includes original box and manual. Visible cylinder ring and other use and handling marks. Note:
Currently registered in the old system, expect delays. serial # 2086419 certificate # L-100648 FRT # 22421-4 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Blackhawk Restricted handgun Ruger model New Model Blackhawk .41
Magnum 6 shot single action w/ bbl length 120mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Logoed
wooden grips. Includes original box and manual. Visible cylinder ring but otherwise seems to have had light use
with only minor storage and handling marks. Note: Currently registered in the old system, expect delays. serial #
4699542 certificate # L-117965 PAL required
Two unopened 334 round boxes of 9mm 124 grain Two unopened 334 round boxes of 9mm 124 grain ammunition
from XMetal Targets.
Selection of 12 gauge shotgun ammo. including 150 Selection of 12 gauge shotgun ammo. including 150 boxed and
loose assorted.
Selection of ammunition including six full 50 Selection of ammunition including six full 50 count boxes Blazer 9mm
115 grain, a unlabeled 50 count box of 9mm Luger, unlabeled bag of Blazer 9mm ( approximately 70 rounds), a full
20 round box of Winchester .45 Colt 255 grain plus a small selection of miscellaneous ammo and brass.
Full 1120 round case of surplus 7.62 X 39 (Stamped Full 1120 round case of surplus 7.62 X 39 (Stamped 7.6 X 43).
Selection of firearms accessories including Selection of firearms accessories including Remington rust preventative
super plug, cleaning kit, cleaning mat, Bushnell binoculars, stripper clips, pistol case etc.
Tactical webbed vest with holster and pouches. Tactical webbed vest with holster and pouches.
Selection of green/tan tactical gear including Selection of green/tan tactical gear including rifle scabbard, slings,
mag pouches, holster etc.
New in box Hyskor No.30088 gas dampened DLX New in box Hyskor No.30088 gas dampened DLX Precision
shooting rest, appears unopened plus some targets.
Six stainless and six black throwing knives in Six stainless and six black throwing knives in webbed wallet, camo.
handled machete with scabbard and a pair of 12X50 no name binoculars with soft case.
Orange MTM Case-gard utility dry box and contents Orange MTM Case-gard utility dry box and contents including
Bushmaster spotting scope, Black web holster and mag pouches and belt
Crossman laser sight, NCStar Crossman laser sight, NCStar1X40 red dot sight with quick release mount, two
flashlight mounts, no name 4X28 scope and a Truglo 4X32 scope
Metal Tibetan helmet Metal Tibetan helmet
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield (Eddystone) Pattern 1 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield (Eddystone) model Pattern 1914 .303
Brit bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued finished barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Proof
marks on barrel. Smooth wooden straight stock with metal butt plate. Button on right side of stock missing. Marks
and nicks to wood and metal. serial # 130245 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .32 WS lever action w/ bbl length
26" Blued finish turning brown gray. Fixed front sight, rear sight missing components. Smooth wooden stock with
metal butt plate. Loading gate missing. Missing screws plus tooling marks on others. Marks on metal and wood.
serial # 562533 PAL required
Salter & Son polo helmet, selection of polo books Salter & Son polo helmet, selection of polo books including PoloThe Galloping Game etc
Museum books, Life magazines, posters, royalty, Museum books, Life magazines, posters, royalty, small lead figures
etc.
Framed photo featuring a 1934 Morgan and four Framed photo featuring a 1934 Morgan and four assorted hats.
Four framed sailing pictures and selection of Four framed sailing pictures and selection of unframed aviation
posters including Reno Air Races, airline transport etc.
Selection of antique hardcover books The Navy & Selection of antique hardcover books The Navy & Army
Illustrated.
Nine binders of vintage Tradition Magazines. Nine binders of vintage Tradition Magazines.
Vintage Masons' sash with leather storage case Vintage Masons' sash with leather storage case marked Lodge Ionic
802, S.C. plus a copy of The Constitution And Laws of the Grand Lodge of Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of
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Scotland, published in 1904
Antique handgun Unknown Belgian DA pinfire revolve Antique handgun Unknown Belgian model DA pinfire
revolver 7mm? pinfire 6 double action revolver An Antique revolver Rusted/Extremely worn, wood grips, folding
trigger, single bead style front sight, Missing ejector rod. serial # NIL No PAL required
Accles & Shelvoke "Cash X" Captive Bolt Stunning Accles & Shelvoke "Cash X" Captive Bolt Stunning pistol. Serial
number X49031. A device used to stunning animals prior to slaughter.
Lot of Winchester M14 parts including bolt, slide, Lot of Winchester M14 parts including bolt, slide, mag, scope
attachment with Bushnell scope, trigger group, stock, barrel, rear adjustable sights.
Full crate of 1440 rounds of 7.62x39 ammo Full crate of 1440 rounds of 7.62x39 ammo
Full crate of 1440 rounds of 7.62x39 ammo Full crate of 1440 rounds of 7.62x39 ammo
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield 1942 No 1 Mk III* Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model 1942 No 1 Mk III* 303 Brit 10 bolt
action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and reciever, fixed front and adjustable rear sights. sporterized stock,
decorated with deer motif outline, right side band marked with GR crown and 1942*, includes one ten round
magazine, overall in well used condition, recommend viewing in person. serial # 66214F PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens 530A Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 530A 12Ga 2 3/4" 2 shot hinge break
w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel with case hardened receiver, double bead sight, wooden stock with checkerd semi
pistol grip and forend, barrel stamped "Selected Forged Steel", use and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
0CAF PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal IJ58M Non-Restricted shotgun Baikal model IJ58M 12Ga 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 28 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver, Single bead sight, smooth wooden stock and forend with Baikal recoil pad,
engraved with bird scenes. use and handling marks on metal serial # P06494 PAL required
Three bayonets including two M1886 Bayonet one 25" Three bayonets including two M1886 Bayonet one 25"
overall length and one 18" overall length, and one Swedish M/1914 bayonet.
Three bayonets including two French M1874 T-back Three bayonets including two French M1874 T-back sword
bayonets both with sheaths one with holster, and one unknown possibly French bayonet
three bayonets including a Wilkinsons Sword three bayonets including a Wilkinsons Sword sompany sword bayonet
for a martini henry w/ sheath (Tibetan? markings on crosspiece and sheath) A rare Carcano M38 folding bayonet,
and a Weyersber, Kirschbaum & Co "Yatagan" sword bayonet.
Six assorted knives including two machetes, a Six assorted knives including two machetes, a Kukri, field improvised
hoof pick?, Lampough pocket knife, and a dagger in leather sheath
four bayonets including Three Ross Rifle bayonets four bayonets including Three Ross Rifle bayonets two with
sheaths, one without and a Remington M/1899-1902 rolling block bayonet W/ Sheath
three bayonets including a snider-enfield socket three bayonets including a snider-enfield socket bayonet, and two
other socket bayonets
Five bayonets and three mismatched sheaths Five bayonets and three mismatched sheaths including British pat.
1907, Austrialian M190?, Spanish M1893, Indian? SMLE MKII, and a british pat. 1903
Non-Restricted air rifle Webley & Scott Osprey Non-Restricted air rifle Webley & Scott model Osprey .177 cal pellet
single shot pump action w/ bbl length 19" blued barrel and action, 650 fps, fitted with Ruko 4x32 scope, nicks and
scratches to wood and metal serial # 13946 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser K98K Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model K98K 7mm Rem Mag mag fed 5 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 28" original blue action is fitted with heavy stainless barrel and synthetic stock, Nazi marking
on action, no fixed sights, fitted with rail. Comes with original matching numbers stock with barrel (8mm?) and
sheathed bayonet #8157, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # H7921 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle K.S. Arms Custom Non-Restricted rifle K.S. Arms model Custom .300 Rem single shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 28" heavy blues barrel sn SN93456, synthetic target stock with textures finish, bolt release on left
side is broken but included, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # BR05612 PAL required
Leupold Mark 4 8.5-25x50mm LR/T scope with flip up Leupold Mark 4 8.5-25x50mm LR/T scope with flip up dust
covers, fitted with rail mount rings, gently used condition, was fitted to lot 603. SN 105842N
Non-Restricted rifle Carcano 1941 M41 Non-Restricted rifle Carcano model 1941 M41 6.5 cal mag fed 6 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 27 1/2" blued barrel and action, fixed front and adjustable rear sights, minor pitting and
storage rust, includes sheathed bayonet, matching numbered stock, well used condition, nicks and scratches to
wood and metal serial # BA6504 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna Custom Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model Custom 6.5x55 cal mag fed 3 shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 27" heavy stainless barrel and blued receiver, no fixed sights but fitted with rail, deluxe
Boyds stock with recoil pad, overal apprears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial #
651869 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 700 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 700 6.5/284 cal mag fed 3 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 29" heavy stainless barrel and blued receiver, synthetic H-S stock with recoil pad, overal
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appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood and metal serial # A6750916 PAL required
Nightforce NXS 8-32x56 scope with rail mount Nightforce NXS 8-32x56 scope with rail mount rings, gently used
condition
Non-Restricted rifle HYEM SR206 Non-Restricted rifle HYEM model SR206 7mm Rem Mag mag fed 3 shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 26" blued barrel and action, fixed front and rear sights, after market rail, one piece stock with
checkered forearm and pistol grip, fixed cheek rest, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to wood
and metal serial # 29446 PAL required
Burris Eliminator Laser Scope 4x-12x, was fitted Burris Eliminator Laser Scope 4x-12x, was fitted to lot 609, gentle
used condition
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Mark V Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V .340 WBY 3 shot bolt action
w/ bbl length 28" fluted stainless barrel with flash hider, blued receiver, no fixed sights but fitted with rail, appears
to have had gentle use but storage and handling marks on stock serial # H180326 PAL required
Leupold Mark 44.5-14x40mm PR scope with rail mount Leupold Mark 44.5-14x40mm PR scope with rail mount
rings in gentle used condition, was fitted to lot 611
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Mark V Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model Mark V .300 WBY Mag mag fed 3
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 28: fluted stainless barrel with flash hider, blued receiver, H-S Precision synthetic
stock with mottled finish and recoil pad, Butler creek sling, appears to have had gentle use, nicks and scratches to
wood and metal serial # SB010545 PAL required
Zeiss Diavari-Z 3-12x26 T* scope with rail mount Zeiss Diavari-Z 3-12x26 T* scope with rail mount rings and dust
cover, gently used condition
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Superposed Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model Superposed 12ga over and
under 2 shot hinge break w/ bbl length 32' blued vented barrel and receiver, original two bead sight plus added
fiber optic sight, faded in carry and storage areas, checkered forearm and semi pistol grip, nicks and scratches to
wood and metal serial # 2965S2 PAL required
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